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At this point Mulhall's statement
incredible outrages on women of all
was interrupted by the committee.
ages, many) of whom died.'
He said he wanted Editor Maxwell and
The condition of those who escaped
Louis Selbold of the New York World,
is lamentable.
Rich merchants are
and other witnesses called in his bedying of hunger, while wretched moth
half. Mr. Seibold Is already under
ers are trying to find covering and
subpoena by the committee. The
food for their naked and starving chil
house committee appointed to investl.
dren.
gate the Mu'ihall charges was unable
TO
to proceed today, owing to monopolization of the witnesses by the senPRESIDENT REVIEWS TROOPS
ate, and is considering taking a recess DEFEATED, THEY WREAK VEN
Paris, July 14. The presence of de
for two weeks.
GEANCE UPON THE
PEOPLE
tachments of native regiments from
the French colonies in Africa, Tonking,
OF THE TOWN OF SERES
FRENCH REQUEST REFUSED
Anam and Madagascar, lent unwonted
14. Secretary
Washington, July
interest today to the annual review at
Garrison has declined a request of the THE WOMEN ARE OUTRAGED
Longcharaps of the garrison at Paris
French government for permission to
by the president of the republic on
have some of its ordnance officers in
PEOPLE ARE PUT TO the anniversary of the taking of the
the processes of American Pow- MANY
Bastile in 1789.
HOW A CONGRESSMAN WAS MADE SUFFER spect
INVESTIGATION IS BEGUN TO FIX BLAME
OR
DEATH BY CRUCIFIXION
der manufacture.
The original reAfter the presentation to the presi
ARE HACKED TO PIECES
quest covers not only the government
dent of the colors of the 40 regiments
factories, but the great private cor
on parade and the inspection of their
porations which make the larger part
Mulhall Testifies Manufacturers Emp ojed Kim to Kelp Beat Man of
ARE
ROBBED escorts, ail the troops marched past Motorman Who Failed to Stop in Time to Avoid Crash Disappears
the smokeless powder of the gov- THE BANKS
The native detachments were given
Who Did Not Vote Right on Injunction Bill Also Gives
ernment. 'The secretary's declination
and Is Bein Searched forMany of the Injured Are Unable
the place of honor at the head of the
as to the government factories was AMERICAN AND GERMAN COMPADetails of Conspiracy to Cripple the Printer's Union in
a
to Give Their Names and Their Identity Is Not Known
tremendous
column and received
based on the lack of reciprocity on
ovation. Another feature of the re
Its Strike in 1905 Hearings Continue to Produce t
NIES' WAREHOUSES
SACKED
Conductor Declares He Endeavored to Flag
the French government, which has deview which made a great hit with the
AND BURNED
Evidence of a Sensational Nature.
clined to allow American ordnance ofApproaching Train, But Was Unable to Do So
onlookers was a detachment of mill
ficers to examine French ordnance
marched
which
ambulance
dogs,
tary
factories.
Saloniki, July 14. The sacking and
past in perfect order.
town
the
of
Seres
the
of
by
burning
Washington, July 14. Martin M. working "the labor racket" with great
Los Angeles, Calif., July 14. InvesDuring the review five army aero
defeated Bulgarian army and the acATTACKED THE SHERIFF
Mulhall, who acknowledged himself to success and that "federal officeholddarted here and there over the part of the state militia will arrive. tigation was begun today to fix the
planes
and
have been one of the chief lobbyists ers are supplying the money."
Hilo,
Tenn.,
July
j4. Special companying outrages on' women
A special train will be run from blame for the Pacific Electrio acciheads of the troops, while a military
In a letter to Cushing in April, 1906, guards were assigned today to those atrocities on men were fully confirmed-tofor the National Association of
circled
and maneuvered Albuquerque on Wednesday and 'will dent last night at Vineyard station,
dirigible
was on hand today when iviulhall wrote of a conference on concerned in the prosecution of the day
in a dispatch from a well
around the track.
carry eight coaches of soldiers and where 12 were killed and nearly 250
graft investigation into the affairs known Greek correspondent. The re(the senate investigating committee March 22 between President Rooseseveral baggage cars of equipment. injured. The curve In the tracks of
met prepared to make additional dis- velt and Samuel Gompers, at which of Hawaii county as the result of an treating Bulgarian cokliers, opened
By Thursday all the companies will the Venice Short line at that place
acclosures concerning the alleged
the letter said Gompers declared that attempt last night to kill Deputy a cannonade with four field guns.
have been in the camp and then the partially is held responsible tor the
tivities of "big interests" in shaping if labor were not favored more in Sheriff J. K. Simmons, ail important from" a hill above the town on Friday,
general work will start.
CAMP
failure of the motorman to Bee the
M'DONALD
legislation.
legislation it wou'ld carry on a cam- witness for the prosecution. His res-- 1 At the same time bands of Bulgarian
Capt. F. W. Thompson, in charge stationary cars with which his train
John Mitchell, the labor leader, paign to elect labor men to congress. idence was dynamited but Simmons' j soldiers scoured the streets, pillaging
of the commissary department, has
was subpoenaed for today. Former Mulhall wrote Cushing that he had wife escaped injury. The result ofianH hnminv until the greater Dart of
GOING UP RAPIDLY been at the camp for the past few collided.
The motorman was missing today.
Congressman George p.' Pearre of found that the "threat of Mr. Gomp- - the investigation ordered by the leg- - the town was blazing.
days and has made final arrange- His body was not found in the debris.
next
was
was
until
islature
ers
was being carried out to the best
excused
the recent confession of
Maryland
ments. Captain Thompson has been Carrol
Even the foreign consulates in Seres
Bartholomal, conductor on the
CAPT. THOMPSON IS IN CHARGE
(Jharles G. Maguire. to
Monday, and Mitchell was told to of his ability," and added that the Auditor
in charge of this department for the last car of the
corto
the
not
were
according
spared,
stationary train, said
was
AND IS HURRYING THE
setenced to five years in the
come back July 25, when Samuel Gompers "labor leaders are doing
past several years and his excellent today he made an effort to "flag
The
respondent.
to
ALONG
YORK
to
80
directed
000.
been
utmost
turn
has
labor
their
the
appear.
He
organGompers
totalling
ability in this line wi'il be a big fac down" the approching cars, but that
consular offices were plundered.
Mulhall's first testimony today re- ization into the Hearst movement in was sentenced to five years in the penIn making the encampment a sue-- ,
tor
the motorman failed to observe his
The Bank of Athens, the Oriental
The local organization of the state cess.
lated to letters from Marshal'! Crush- Philadelphia. I am perfectly confi- itentiary.
Adjutant General a. s, uroones signals.
the palace of the metropolitan, militia, Company H, First infantry,
Mr.
labor
bank,
that
and
his
dent
AssoGompers
national
of
the
ing, secretary
is expected to arrive here on Wed
Of the dead, four men remained unthe great synagogue, all the schools, wiU peave tomorrow morning for
WILSON IS SURPRISED
ciation of Manufacturers, suggesting leaders can be badly beaten if the
in company with a number
nesday
'of
the
identified
American,
warehouses
will
the
tobacco
first
McDonald
movement
be
hold
and
time."
taken
la
is
of
early today, two Japanese
Camp
a campaign against Pearre.
Washington, July 14. President
of other officers. The final work
two whites.
Gerrna "(companies, were company to be stationed there for
and
and
Mulhall
Austrian
prophesied:
Wilson
All
that!
askwan
finished
on
today expressed surprise
the camp
today.
"Why did you oppose Pearre?"
'
been
.' Tne known jlead..
"I know if you take hold in the the senate finance committee had burned after thev , !t h'
the coming encampment. The officers
ed Read.
""
"have:
fimsVed
of"
their
"H
more
'""iliSd
"ija"
'jbDNAXLtSTPatfeua,"-;Company
way,"
risbt,
duties'
in
increased
on
the
bill
its
tariff
will
ere
stalled. Each company
"On account of his, ttuud on the
men
and
to
OLLIJB
one
W.
their
called
Tobacco
like
the
final
that
San
instructions
Francisco.
company
AXLEY,
American
The
delegations
works of art and books. He believes
own tents.
Injunction bill, the same I did
all equipment has been issued. Comwith Gompers on the president 'will those articles are more of educational alone suffered to the extent of
MISS VERONICA MILLER, Los Ansaid the witness.
know that use than luxuries. It was indicated
.v-geles,
Many people were crucified, pany H probably will be the only
The plan by Which Mulhall and the ever be gotten up and I
have that the president would consult sen- hacked to pieces or burned alive by company that will enter camp tomorMERLE EVANS, Los Angeles. .
officers of the Philadelphia typothe-ta- e the splendid organization you
WILLIAM TAYLOR,
got in the National Association of ators on the change.
address unthe maddened Bulgars, who committed row, and on Wednesday the larger VILLA WILL GET
proposed to break down the Manufacturers can
those
put
easily
known.
outwas
1905
in
strike
there
printers'
out of business.
HELP OF CfiZAL JACOB BARMAN, address unknown.
lined in a report Mulhall Identified as people
'lobMartin M. Mulhall,
EDWARD MURRAY,
address unone he had made to John A. Mcln-tyrfor the National
for
ten
years
byist
known.
secretary of the National
Association of Manufacturers, interMAN WHO PROPOSES TO ATTACK
Missing:
the senate lobby, investigation
rupted
P. R. Forrester, motorman of the
JUAREZ TO HAVE ADDITIONDetails u:
fight againstvPearre
WITH
BY
to reply to what he declared
AL FIELD PIECES
wrecked train.
were brought out through a letter today
attacks on his characwere
personal
The names of few of the Injured
from Mulhall to M. C Ho'itzman of
ter and his purpose in the expose.
Tex., July 14. Juan Dozal, were known early today. It was'
El
Paso,
Cumberland, Md., dated April 27,
A
AVOID
TO
He denied that he had tried to sell
chief of staff for Francisco Villa, is thought virtually all were from Los
1906, which outlined a plan to "send
the
great mass of papers and letters
today at Nogales, Sonora, consulting Angeles or vicinity.
you all the labor organizers you wish, which were
recently published, anu
with Rebel Governor Fesquira relathe
Helen Kane of Escanaba, Mich.,
that
consistent
in
and guarantee all of them to be first which now are
on
contending
the
a
14.
a
situation,
documents
of
Whether
pile
Washington,
July
of
nanus
the
in the
the
in
to
least
at
was
tive
assistance,
bethe
interest
not
class mien," to organize the fight
act
does
examine
would
be
protect
reported today as probably fatalsaid
he
senate committee. Later, ue said, he strike of trainmen and conductors of which
of field pieces, for Villa's army ly injured. Her body was crushed.
form
all
of
concerned.
conference.
against Perrea.
the
parties
fore
to introduce witnesses and the eastern railroads may be avoided
C. B. Craig and wifa of Detroit,
Mulhall told about making persona! proposedto show
"Should the Newlands bill be en- in attacking Juarez.
Conference Begins at 3 O'clock.
that ne had been en- was the subject of a conference at
letters
to have were internally injured and their con
- lend
intois reported
today
his
Villa
visits to Cumberland
the
will,
into
acted
over
committee,
law,
President Wilson's conference
gaged for months in trying to "give the White House today between Presabout 500 of his command dition is serious.
fluence in the convention to defeatthe railroad situation began promptly of course, be willing to submit to arthe great file ot correspondaway"
Casas
Giandes, 150 miles
Miss Ingeborg
to
Swendson of Chiof
of
the
back
Wilson
one
ident
and
and
inin
Chairman
representatives
board
a
the
Pearre,
bitration
ing
provided
by
at 3 o'clock. Twenty persons,
ence which lias brought otticeis of,
on Sat-- , cago had a knee fractured.
where
of
Juarez,
southeast
letters he received from his employ- the National Association of Maim-- , me employes of the railroads.
cluding democratic and republican Newlands bill all questions of rates
L. T. Denton of KafiVas City, leg
his rebel garrison is reported
ers which said: "We want to do all facturers and labor leaders anu con-- 1
President Wilson, Secretary Wil- leaders in congress, crowded into the of pay and working conditions ot con- urday
of
a
force
attacked
been
ribs broken.
to
by
and
have
we can to defeat that gentleman, so
son, Chairman Newlands of the sen- - president's room in the executive of- ductors and trainmen."
greasinen into prominence.
Maximo Castillo,
under
s.
independents
don't
get
redouble your efforts and
The reply is addressed to Mess-statement was made lu.'ute interstate commerce commission, fices. It was the largest conference
iVulhall's
to be operating for the fedcaught."
connection with his request tnat ne tnannwn Clayton of the house judic-b- e held here since the Wilson adminis- Lee and Oarretsons, heads of the train- supposed
eral
government.
KHORSSAN KNIGHTS IN SESSION
Holtz-i
C.
H.
A letter to Mulhall from
tration began.
men's and conductors' organization
allowed to read a letter nu had iury committee, and Repubdcau
Americans from El Paso who
To
Minn., July 14. MinMinneapolis,
the
said
that
man at Cumberland
and is signed by Elisha Lee, chairMay 16, 1913, to Pernton er Maim represented Uie government;
called on Toribio Ortega, now at neapolis is entertaining this week a
was
$200
Pennmagathe
ot
Rea
costing
Hearst
man.
the
President
of
Samuel
Maxwell,' editor
organization
Railroads Defy Employes
with 700 men, 40 mi'es large gathering of prominent Pyth-ian- s
of the
Daniel
a day and much "persuasion" was ine, asking him Co have WiJiam II.
The conference committee of the Guadalupe
14. The eastern
New
declared he would atJuly
east
York,
of
Juarez,
from all parts of the country.
received
railroad
make the mass ot ieuer pub- - Wore & Ohio, George W. Stevens of
managers
today
necessary.
controin
the wage
railroads involved
tack Juarez inside of ten days if The occasion is the national assemnotification
unions
the
formal
from
"What do you mean by persuasion'." lie through his publications. This the Chesapeake & Ohio, W. Brown ot
Villa did not come in to
versy with the trainmen and conducbly of the Knights of lihorassan. The
Senator Nelson.
letter reiterated former statements ule New York Central Lines, and tors issued a statement this afternoon that the strike vote had been ratified with him. xnis is naruiy
u01uC1Cu,.orJer uhiift u(jt a part o the Knigllt3
recited
statement
of the
The
"Monev." said the witness. "Had a that the writer did not want money, Frank Trumbull, chairmen
yesterday.
however, as the Juarez commanders Qf Pythiag is
through the conference committee of
with tbem to
large colored vote that needed seeing but wanted to get the lobbying docu board of the Chesakeape & Ohio, rep- managers saying that they were still that the general committees of the claim to have 2,400 available titers.
BeGkimr its membersbio
the
Presidents
to
and
a
the
resented
"as
service
railroads,
mens published
unions, meeting subsequently, "havej
often,", he explained.
to proceed under the
'
only from the Pythian order. The
A. B. Garrettson, of the Order of Rail- unwilling
approved the strike
unanimously
"You had to see the colored voters public."
to
is
the
road's
act.
This
reply
Knights of Khorassan has had a
two
j
Messrs.
Lee
W.
G.
of
and
authorized
the
and
have
vote"
past
"I have attempted for
way Conductors,
over and over again?" suggested
un- CELEBRATES FALL OF BASTILE
gratifying increase in its membership
hour
of Railroad Train- the ultimatum submitted by the
Mulhall
the
"fix
to
and
Lee
Garrettson
Brotherhood
them
the
to
months
away,"
give
.
Chairman Overman.
the past few years and the present
ions
yesterday.
will
"1
never
in
had
men represented the employes.
at which these organizations"
"Yes, the last fellow who got to 'em told the committee.
Paris, July 14. All France kept its convention
1
the com-- ! retire from serVice.
statement
that
says
The
promises to be the largest
of
the
between
money
conference
the
mind
the
celebraToday's
question
iisnitl iovous holiday today in
had 'em on election day."
In the history of the order. Today
Gar-- .
and
men and the president con mittee's policy has never changed;
Lee
them."
The
tor
that
letter
railroad
would
receive
says
;he
to
twenty.
and
wrote
On June 14, 1906, Cushing
ion Qf
Qne hndre(1
was devoted largely to the reception
,.
"But you did sell them later to the cerns two bills pending in congress that it has consistently refused to bo rettson have at the "earnest solid-- ; IUIU Lll
- - the
v faii of
Mulhall teling him that he could point
(mill w
In-- j
j i
of the arriving delegates.
The pro- of
strikes
threats
been
"coerced
Senator
through
of
act
Erdman
the
disinterested
of
ror
asked
York
amendment
tation
World?"
New
persons"
bouleout that Pearre was "playing both
Bastile. At an early hour tne
week
remainder
the
of
out
the
for
to
railroad
confergram
wages
of
arbitration
to
attend
means
employes
for
authorized
today's
Reed.
paying
providing
with
ends against the middle."
.J
:
a. trrv.a vards of Paris were thronged
t
i
i
calls for a banquet at the Hotel
would like to offer further let- wage disputes. It is understood that of all proportion to the duties
"I
merrymakers, who promenaded up mid
Cushing wrote:
a magnificent illuminated par
ters and witnesses on that point,"
the brotherhoods and the rail- - formed." The managers have been local committeemen, have returned
"You ought to point out to all such
.
,
.
,
down and watched the performaiK
,
4
ade of the patrol teams and several
said Mulhall. "I did not sell them. roads are satisfied with "he Newlands
Homes uuutu iuu uyuvno
, to
tueir
acrobats, jugglers, magi- ecursions and other features of enpeople that is those who naturally I fell into the hands of a gentleman bill
to return to the service, pending fur-th- of wandering
already passed by the senate,
street
cians
and
singers. The streets tertainment, in addition to the daiiy
ought to be against Pearre, how he is namea Barry who came over to 'look but that the
instructions, and we sincerely
Clayton mil, introduced
carnival
resembled
time, with the business sesnions.
,
trying to play both ends against the at the letters for Mr. Hearst. I have In the house, largely at the instance
IN
pre-not
be
CONGRESS
TODAY
trust that a crisis may
pleasure-seeker- s
and the
of
that
the
is
for
he
crowds
middle;
attorney
learned since that he in Known ab a of Secretary Wilson, is not so sat- icipitated by any effort to compel
In
the enr-lbuildings.
Baltimore and Ohio and could not ex- newt-papedecorated
-regayly
tipster. The letters were isfactory; The latter proposes that
any of those committeemen to
mornlcer magnificent wreaths wer
cuse himself as a, paid employe if h
InNew
but
York
to
the
14.
COUNT WINS CASE
World,
labor
be
of
should
.
House: ,Not turn."
the secretary
Washington, July
given
in
does not oppose legislation when It Jeter Mr. Barry came and wanted cluded as one of the official mediat- in session: meets at roon Tuesday.
Most of the delegates who attended placed on the Strasburg monument
Paris, July 14. Count tie
various
came to a showdown. So while Pear me to break the contract with the ors. There has. been, considerable obhas just won in court n order
Senate: Roi.cived answer to Till- the conference that ratified the strike the Place de la Concorde, l.y
re is playing both ends against the World, saying he could get $150,000 jection to that teature.
The
deputations.
armor
late
last
left
the
vote
night.
man resolution
city
granting his $200 rebate from an auregarding
President Poincaire.'wliiif driving to tomobile manufacturer because the
middle, perhaps you can play hot'd for the letters frjjmithe National AsAcceptance by the house of tne plate fro ii Secretary Laniels urging general committee of 100 is still here.
ends against the middle on your own sociation of Manufacturers. I said Newlands bill, as it has passed the investigation of cost cf government Lee and Garrettson expect to return the Longchamps race (ourse this af- limousine he y.;v
fvoei it ' '
'
account."
to New York tomorrow, and before ternoon to witness the erand annua' a roof too low to occowniodalp the
the letters were not for sale; that the senate, which also has been approv armor pl.uo foctory.
A letter from Holtzman to Mulhall National Association of Manufacturo
ed by the Civic Federation, wou'ld n- - ( Senator McCi trber of North
leaving they said that the hour for military review, was enthusiastically high plumes which bis Ke were on
June 24, 1906,- urged the latter to he-assaibiJ agr!ci;',tural schedule calling the men out, in the event that cheered all along the route. In the her hat. The judge ruled xhut it ,'.h
ers did not have money enough to doubtedly remove the possibility of a
immediately raise funds for the final buy them; that I had no proposition strike.
no settlement could be reached, was presidential tribune with him were the the, duty of a maiitifiU iurer cf m;j
,
in a speech on the tariff bill.
members of the cabinet and the
effort to beat Pearre at the prima- - of blackmail in connection with
of fiifhion to talse account of the fa l
conPresident Wilson, on his arrival
investigation
committee
unknown to anybody except
Lobby
r!es. It is said that Peanea was them."
that lung plnn.es are
from Cornish, N.'H., had before him tinued hearing Mulhall testimony.
w.inj.
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AGREEON BOND
OUESnOA
V

AIR THEIR VIEWS IN AN OFFICIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT TO THE
PUBLIC

rected by us, nor are you In any way
charged with any responsibility a3 tc
such investment. No investment of
the fund can be made in any securities
unless they are first approved by the
governor, secretary of state and attorney general, and if there should be
any resulting losses from such- - Investment the state must reimburse them,
but there is nothing to make you officially or personally liable for what
is done.

Therefore, we now say to you that,
under existing circumstances, we approve of the investment of this fund
conIn
the state highway bonds, and that
14.
The
N.
M., July
Santa Fe,
will not approve of its investment
we
the
of
investment
the
over
troversy
permanent school fund In the state in any other securities at this time.
We desire to add, in response to
highway bonds, between O.N. Marron,
state treasurer, on one side, and Gov- your statement as to the desirability
ernor McDonald, Attorney General of accepting the offers of the banks,
is
Clancy and Secretary of State Antonio that In our judgment your position
Lucero, does not seem to be settled, not well taken. In the first place, as
although Joint Resolution 14 of the pointed out In the resolution, rejectLaws of 1913 makes it the duty of the ing the bids of the banks; the differfour officers named to invest the ence in the rate of interest which
school funds, and three out of the four would be received on the highway
voted to Invest it in the highway bonds and the amount which would
bonds, just what the outcome will be be received from the banks If their
cannot be said just at this time, but bids were accepted, Is so insignificant
as there Is a great interest in the mat- as to be unworthy of consideration In
ter over the state, the following cor- view of the general benefit to the state
respondence is printed for the infor- and to the schools as well by investing
this money in the highway bonds. The
mation of all interested:
difference would be about 4 per cent
Santa Fe, N. M., July 7, 1913.
Hon. F. W. Clancy, Attorney General per annum for each school child according to the last enrollment in the
Santa Fe, N. M.,
constate and would have no perceptible
am
the
of
I
Dear Sir:
firmly
viction that the investment of the effect upon the maintenance of the
permanent school fund of the state in schools. This difference will probably
the securities offered under House be less in the future as the number of
Joint Resolution No. 14, by the banks school children can be expected conoffering the highest rate of interest in stantly to increase. In addition to this
the bids opened on Tuesday last, the the highway bonds are more desirable
first of July, is the best and safest In- as an Investment because the income
vestment that could be made of these will be certain for a series of years,
while there is no certainty or reason'''
funds.
In the resolution rejecting these able prospect that the high rate of interest bid by a few of the banks will
bids, which is as follows:
continued for any length of time.
rebe
bids
the
of
all
"Resolved. That
reived from the various banks, for It must be that when banks bid as
denosits of the permanent school much as 6 per cent for the deposit
fund be rejected for the purpose of money, it is done to meet some teminvesting said fund in the state high-- s porary emergency as no safe and care
.'bonds, the difference in the rate ful banker will pay such interest upon
of interest received, which would be deposits in New Mexico. As you are
al'onf four cents per annum per cap- aware, on time certificates of deposit
ita f :' school children as shown by the usual rate of interest is only 4 per
thi Inst enrollment, being so small as cent, and it Is the general opinion
to be more than offset by the benefits among bankers that more cannot safely
to be derived from the construction of be paid. As a consequence to this
highways to the schools themselves as and as there is no obligation on the
banks to continue the deposits upon
well as to all other interests."
You do not base your disapproval the terms offered for any length of
of these securities upon the ground time, we can reasonably expect that
that they are not safe or that they when the emergency to meet which
would not bring the largest returns to these offers are made has passed, the
the permanent jchool'fund, but solely deposits will be surrendered. Atten
trm the ground" that it was for the tion should be called to the fact that
majority of the offers made were
v,f,Q of Investing these funds In the attherates
hi eh way bonds.
much below those of the few
I deem it to be my duty, under the banks which you desired to accept,
lji'- -, to most respectfully decline to In and that some of the most prominent
vf- -t these funds In the highway bonds and strongest banks in the state made
for the reason that the highway bonds no bids at all.
It is the opinion of all
yield only 4 per cgnt while the bank
securities offered will average more ed and public-spiritecitizens that
than 6 per cent and for- - the further nothing will conduce to the general
ifUKon that the value of the highway improvement and development of
bonds, measured by the best bids ob- the state as much as the construction
tained therefor, is only 77, while we of good roads, and such general im
would be required to pay par of 100.
provement, and development will bene
I respectfully request, therefore, fit the schools immensely more than
that you indicate to me whether or would the small difference in the in
not you deem these bank securities terest upon the permanent
school
offered to be unsafe. In the event fund between an Investment in the
that you approve the same as to their highway bonds and in the bank de
safety, I will make the investment in posits, even if we could be assured of
the proper bank securities.
the permanency of the Income from
the banks.
Very truly yours. '
O. N. MARRON,
It is evident that at the present
State Treasurer.
time the highway bonds can not be
July 10, 1913.
sold in the bond market for cash at
Hon. O. N. Marron, State Treasurer, par in accordance with the terms of
Santa Fe, N. M.,
the statute authorizing their issue.
Dear Sir: We find that your letter and that as a result no funds will be
of July 7, which was sent to each of us available from that source for the
individually, was evidently intended prosecution of work on roads except'
for our joint consideration, and we by the making of this Investment
therefore now make joint answer to it. therein of the permanent school fuari.
Tn your letter you state that you We are
informed by the state engineer
are firmly of the conviction that the that the need of this money is great
investment of the permanent school and urgent, bo that we are convinced
furd of the state In the securities of- that the course we are taking is imfered by the banks offering the high- peratively demanded by every conest rate of Interest in the bids opened sideration touching the general welon July 1, is the best and safest In- fare of the state, including the intervestment which could be made of the est of the schools.
fund, and you therefore.' say that you
Very respectfully,
deem it your duty to decline to Invest
w. c. Mcdonald,
the funds in the highway bonds for
Governor of New Mexico".
the reason that they yield only 4 per
ANTONIO LUCERO,
cent, while the bank securities offered
Secretary of State.
will average more than 6 per cent;
FRANK. W. CLANCY,
and you request that we Indicate to you
Attorney General
whether or not we deem the bank seem Use offered to be unsafe, and say
THE PEOPLE'S MEDICINES
that in the event we approve the same Are standard advertised remedies
as to their safety you will make Hie in common use today, many of which
investment 'n the proper bank securi- were used by our mothers and grand)'
ties.
mothers wHh most beneficial results.
We decline to pass upon the ques- Scores of these same medicines are
tion as to whether the bank securities prescribed by honest, competent phyare unsafe or not, as it Is no part of sicians because they know of no betour duty to do so, nor have you any ter remedy. Such is Lydia E. Pink-hamVegetable Compound which
right to demand of us that we should
1,".bs on that question especially aft3r has proved wonderfully nccessfu'l In
we have united In rejecting the bids alleviating suffering caused by feof the banks for the avowed purpose male I'lls.
of investing the funds in the state
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
highway bonds.
Your
We cannot find any provision of law if PAZO druggists will refund money
OINTMENT fails to cure any
Hiving yim anv authority to ronke anv
tfhing, blind, bleedin? or pro- investment of this fund except as dl raiding piles in 6 to 14 days. Adv.
'
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CHILD PROVES IT
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IS GARCIA'S

FIRST SHOWING OF

HEIR

EX C

1

FEDERAL COURT BRINGS IN VERDICT IN FAVOR OF YOUTH-FUL

Pl.A!NTIfF

FOR FALL

Santa Fe, N. M., July 14. A jury
iu the United States district court
Saturday afternoon declared Florence
Lillian Garcia the child of Ellas Garcia, deceased, of Albuquerque. This
means that the girl will inherit the
entire Garcia estate, which is said to
be valued at $60,000
The jury 'left the court room at
10.30 o'clock Saturday morning and
returned the verdict favorable to the
plaintiff at 5:30 o'clock in
the afternoon. The jurors found every issue In favor of the plaintiff.
The case was entitled Florence Lillian Garcia versus Mrs. Petra G. Garcia, individually and as administratrix of the estate of Elias Garcia,
Mrs. Garcia was the mother of Ellas.
A sensational scene occurred near
the close of the trial, Judge E. A.
Mann openly charging that an ex
hibit had been tampered with. The
exhibit referred to was the envelope
in which Mrs. Wilson testified she
received the letter referred to as
"144b" from Garcia. Judge Mann
called attention to the fact that there
was now on the envelope, two one-cestamps. .He claimed that per
sons interested in the plaintiff's case
t
had affixed one of the
letter which
stamps to a one-ceoriglna'ily contained no writing and
only an Easter card, and had forged'
the letter admitting the parentage
of the child. He pointed out that an
Easter card had been sent to Stella,
Bessie Wilson's sister, in an envelope
t
on which there was only a
stamp. This he insisted lent color to
the charge of tampering with the
letter, which he insisted had been
done. He pointed out that the lower
one-cestamp had been affixed over
the mark of the canceling stamp.
showing conclusively that it had been
put on subsequent to the mailing of
the letter.
One of the jurors in examining the
letter discovered that both one-cestamps had been added to the letter.
and that there was still plainly visible on the envelope the sca'iloped
edges and a faint pinkish tinge
stamp1 Bad
showing where a'two-cen- t
been scraped off the letter to make
t
room for the two
stamps.
All the attorneys interested took
the stand in turn and gave their tes
timony In regard to the letter, and
following the charge of the judge to
the jury in the morning, Judge Mann
rose and stated on behalf of the attorneys for the defense he "demand
ed a full and complete investigation
into the incident" above referred to.
Briefly the history of the case be
gan with alleged illicit relations be
tween Garcia and Bessie Speick as
early as 1902, continuing through until the baby was born. Evidence was
Introduced to show that she had been
pregnant before but that he had induced her to submit to an operation.
When she became pregnant in 1908,
it is alleged that he again insisted on
an operation, to which she refused to
submit, and this resulted in a quarrel
which established strained relations
between them. However, he sent her
to Salt Lake, where the baby was
born, and sent her $50 a month for a
considerable period after that time.
In June 1909 shortly after her baby
was born she was married, to Tony
Wilson.
The case contained many sensational allegations, and was hard1
fought on both sides.

These garments will be placed on display Tuesday, July 15th,, and whether or not you are interest'
ed in coats, we will be pleased to have you inspect the new styles.
ATTRACTIVE

PRICES

SUITS

UNUSUAL SHOE
VALUES

ON LINGERIE

WAISTS

For this week only we
will offer our entire line
of waists at exceptionally

'

For the

low prices.

Waists

nt

8-1

.$2.00

Linen and

Wool,

Lawns,

Millinery,
tistes,

Dimities,

Tiss-

Ratines and all

ues,

Fancy Wash Goods at

HALF PRICE

Also 190 pairs of Misses Pumps' and Strap Sandals in Patent,
Tan Calf and Gun Metal, sizes 5b to 2, worth $1.65 to $2.50.
Special

ALL SILKS

99c Per Pair

including

HALF PRICE

Messalines,,

Charmeuse,

1862

de

"and Fancy

Foulard

S.(emaM6 Son
Eafc&lidiod

Crepe

Chien, Taffeta, China,

Laa VoM'LoAdin Store

HALF FRICE

Ba-

The lot includes all sizes and widths

just

All Silk, Lace and
Fancy Waists, including
an, excellent variety of
the season's best styles,

Lin-

gerie Dresses, Parasols,

Only $1.98 Per Pair

All Lingerie Waists
worth $4.00 to $7.50, at

one-cen-

All Suits, Coats, Silk,

of women's Oxfords, Pumps and Strap Sandals, in Patent, Vici
Kid, Tan Calf, Brown Satin, White Canvas and Black Corded
Silk, worth from $2.50 to $4.50 per pair, for

.75c

$1.75 Lingerie

Waists
$2.00 and $2.75
Waists
$3.50 Lingerie
Waists

PRICE

9th.

15-16-17-1-

DRESSES

AND

AT JUST HALF

On the morning of the 15th we will place on sale 300 pairs

$1.25 Lingerie

one-cen-

one-cen-

These are of

We have just received a large shipment of advance styles in women's coats lor Fall.
the popular " Wooltex" make and are unsurpassed in style, quality and beauty,

Silks, at

SoutHSidoPkija

ONE THIRD OFF
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ing, if this cannot be arranged, to
race any Albuquerque driver who
wants to accept his challenge.
Stern is considered a good driver
and his car, he believes, is the equal
of any car in the state so far as road
racing is concerned. Stern has put up
his money at Jake Levy's club here.
It is said there Is a good chance of
Stern's being accommodated by Albuquerque motor car owners.
It Is proposed to have two judges
from Albuquerque judge the race, i.'
it is scheduled, from the Santa Fe
end, and two Santa Fe judges pass
on the event at the Albuquerque terminus. The expenses for these judges
it is proposed, shall be deducted from
the total amount of the side bet wagered on the race.
In the event Stern cannot get an
Albuquerque motor car owner to take
him up, he will extend his challenge to
car ir
the owner of any
the state.

Saracino came to town and interviewed an attorney with the intention of
bringing suit for damages to the
buggy.
When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal in the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the syBtem to get full of
Impurities. HERBINBJ cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver.
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
Price 50c.
good healthy condition.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
TWO MEN KILLED
Texico, N. M., July 14. John Hugh
and M. R. Coxle, stockmen of Hereford, Tex., were instantly killed, and

Pete Skldmore was perhaps fatally Injured, in an automobile accident seven
miles from here at 4 o'clock, Saturday
afternoon. The men were returning to
their home at Hereford, after a trip
to Clovls on business. It Is said the
car was running at a high rate of
speed, the driver failing to slow down
for a bad stretch of road. The car
bounded over rocks and ruts and finally struck a deep hole in the road,
which, because of the speed at which
it was traveling, caused it to turn a
complete somersault. Hugh and Coxie
were pinned beneath the machine and
crushed to death, while Skldmore was
thrown clear of the wreck, sustaining
fearful injuries. The bodies of the

two dead men were taken to Farwell.
Tex., on the state line, where they are

being held until relatives arrive. Skid-mor-e
was brought here for treatment.
The Difference Between "The Summer
Girl" and "The Summer Woman"
While the former is having a "good
time" the latter Is too often dragging
around nervous, run down, tired out,
with aching hack and weary limbs,
sleepless and wretched. Often it is
kidney trouble not female trouble and
Foley Kidney Pills are a direct and,
pfitive help for the condlt'on. O. G.'
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

Subscribe for The Optic.

four-cylind-

A

Good

"

Investment

a well known merchant
of Whitemound, Wis., bought a stock
of Chamberlain's medicine so as to
be able to supply them to his customers. After receiving them he was
himself taken sick and says that one
small bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy was
worth more to him than the cost of
Surprising cure for Stomach Trouble his entire stock of these medicines.
When you have trouble with your For sale hy all dealers. Adv. '
stomach or chronic constipation, don't
Imagine that your case la beyond help
AUTO HITS BUGGY
Just because your doctor fails to give
Colo., July 14. An autoTrinidad,
you relief. Mrs. G. Stengle, Plalnfield, mobile driven
by Joe Sardella and
N. J., writes, "For over a month past
I have been troubled with my stom- containing four passengers, going, It Is
ach. Everything I ate upset It ter- said, at a high rate of speed, shortly
ribly. One of Chamberlain's advertis- before 6 o'clock last evening crashed
ing booklets came to me. After read- Into a buggy in which were Blagi Saing a few of the letters from people
who had been cured by ChamberUin's racino, wife and four months old
Tablets, I decided to try them. I have baby. The accident took place on
s
of a pack the road near Viola. Saracino and
taken nearly
age of them and can now eat almost his wife were thrown out and
badly
everything that I want." For Bale by bruised and shaken
up and the bugall dealers. Adv.
gy was smashed. The life of the infant was saved by the mother throwWANTS ANOTHER RACE
Santa Fe, N. M. July 14. J. B. Stern ing the child away from her just as the
today announced that he had purchas- auto and the buggy came together.
ed the Velie car owned, by Mike Stan- The car was slightly damaged hut did
After being thrown out
ton, and immediately thereafter issued not stop.
a challenge to race "Red" Sperry, who Saracino drew a .45 caliber revolver
with an Overland car, won the Albuqu- and fired twice at the speeding autoFe road race on July 4. mobile.
erque-Santa
The car was on its way to Trinidad
Stern wants to post a side bet of $500
to $1,000 that he can beat Sperry and and Saracino was driving home to
The auto missed the horse II
his Overland in a race to he run from
Santa Fe to Albuquerque and return. and sideswlped the buggy, knocking
He wants to schedule the race In two it completely over. One wheel was
weeks. While Stern prefers to race torn off and carried some distance
Sperry in an Overland car, he is will- down the road. After the accident
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PREACHER IS PUT
UNDER

ARREST

WITH WIFE
DIVINE'S .SPOUSE
TUCUMCARI
WAS WEARING A SUIT OF
MAN'S CLOTHING

The Tucumcarl Sun of Friday conartains the following account of the'
and
his
Roberts
Mr.
rest of the Rev.
caused
wife, a happening which has
a great deal of comment in the Quay
county city:
The people ol Tucumcari were nonwhen the
plussed Wednesday evening
news circulated about town, that Rev.
and Mrs. W. S. Roberts had been arrested' in Amarllla, Texas.
Rev. Roberts only resigned as pastor of the Christian church the first
of the month. He came here several
months ago from Knid, Okla., after
the resignation of A. H. Mahon and
took charge of the local church and
also preached a part of the time at
Nara Visa. He and wife had not been
out of college 'long and both are of
rather youthful appearanco. They
made quite a lot of friends in the
short time that they were hero but
Mr. Roberts was handicapped on account of throat trouble and had' to
give up preaching. He left Tucumcari Wednesday morning for Oklaho-ma- ,
telling his friends he would return, in a couple of weeks. Mrs. Roberts was supposed to remain here
for some time.
When the news of the. arrest first
reached town many rumors naturally
spread, one being to the effect that
Mr. Roberts had gone in with A. H.
Mahon, the former pastor, in a defrauding scheme; another was that
he had raised a check and that his
wife was endeavoring to cash it when
she was arrested. None of these rumors have yet been substantiated'.
According to more corrfct reports
that they were arrested pn suspicion
on'iy and after it had been learned
that nothing definite xould be charged against them they were released.
Upon their release they took the train
and came to Tucumcari. They owed
a few small accounts here but have
readily settled them as loon as tne'
proper bills were presented.
under which
The circumstances
Mrs. Roberts left Tucumcari are very
strange. On the morning her husband left she atired herself in man's
clothing, went to the depot in this
disguise and purchased a ticket via
same train that her husband was to
travel on. Mr. Roberts claims that
he was entirely ignorant ot the fact
that his wife was following him, and
knew nothing of her presence until
he saw her arrested In Amarillo.
It is said that the ticket agent in
Tucumcari strongly suspected that
the disguised party was a woman.
When arrested Mrs. Roberts had on
the same clothing that she left here
in.

It is thought that the garments
were part of a bill that she- and husband purchased' at, Tafoya & Law-sonon July 2. The bill included
n
a pair of man's shoes, a black
of
three
overalls,
shirt, a pair
bandana
handkerchiefs, a Mexican
straw hat and a pr r of cowboy
-

's

sat-te'e-

gloves.
It is difficult to arrive at a conclusion why the woman should 'leave

town in the manner she did. She and
Mr. Roberts are refined, cultured
young people and it is hard to believe
either of them had any evil intentions.
The Sun man saw Mr. Roberts
Thursday morning ana asked him to
write out for publication his side of
the story. To this he readily consented. His statement follows:
Tucumcari, N. M., July 10, 1913.
Editor Tucumcari Sun,.
Dear Sir: On Saturday, July 6, 1
received a draft from the First National bank of Nara Visa, N. M., for
On Monday morning, July 7,
$200.
I cashed this draft at .the First National bank of Tucumcari, N. M., expecting to leave for Enid, Okla., next
morning. As I had considerable business to attend to here in Tucumcari
I decided', after it was too late to deposit the money, to wait until next
morning, Tuesday. Some way the
alarm clock did not sound on Tuesday morning so I had to wait until
Wednesday morning before starting.
I was intending to leave my wife here
for some time as I was expecting several checks in a few days, and 1 gave
her the right to sign my name to any
check either as maker pr inaorser. I
told the cashier of the First National
bank that Iihad given her this privi-'legand for him to honor her signa
ture the same as if it was mine. Of
course the cashier very kindly said
that he would do so.
On Wednesday morning I started a
little early so as to be sure to catch
the train. After I had started my
wife decided to play a joke on me so
she dressed herself in a suit of my
working clothes Intending to follow
me to Enid and there .to make herShe thought thai I
self known.
would go straight through to El Reno
and there change to Enid, Okia. As
the train leaves here before daylight
aad arrives at El Reno after dark
she thought that there would be no
necessity for her to get off the train
In the day time and thus expose herself to detetction. When I arrived at
the station here there waB no one in
the office so I had to wait to buy my
ticket. While I was waiting my wife
came in, dressed as I have explained.
She heard me ask for a ticket to
Amarillo, so she bought one, too, for
that place, thinking that I would get
off the train at Amanita- and tmy
the rest of the way as I had to
change to the Southwestern Cieigy
certificate in p.rder to get rates. But
I instead of getting off with my hands
empty, took my grip intending to go
over the iSanta Fes Of course she
then knew that I would go the rest
of the way over the other road so she
followed me. As I learned that tne
train would not leave until evening I
went to a hotel and registered1, thinK-in- g
that I would get a little sleep. I
then went out to go, a little .something to east, expecting to look up
an old friend of mine after breakfast.
While walking dov. n the street I saw
the chief of police arrest some man.
them
Through curiosity. 1 followed
There were
Into, the police station.
several In there besides me. As soon
as they began to ask the prisoner
questions I recognized her as a woman, and as my wife. You can imagine my feelings. I took the cnief
aside and told him that I would give
him the who'ie story if he would dismiss the rest of the crowd'. I then
told him that I knew the girl, that
she was from Tucumcari and that I
would see that any fine that would
be necessary would be paid at once.
I told him that I had been the pastor
of the Christian church at Tucumcari.
'

He right now was sure that he had
run on to something, so he accused
me of being a white slave dealer. 1
then told him that she was my wife.
Of course, all preachers are liars so
he would not believe me nor would
he believe that I was W. S. Roberts,
but he knew that I was Mahon. He
then declared me under arrest and
took my pocket book away from me.
As, soon as he iound the money In
my pocket book he knew that I was
a forger and a raiser of checks, a
frauder in any number of ways. He
accused me of being In league with
Mahon and that he was somewhere
in Amarillo and that we were going
into some kind of real estate deal
in which we were to defraud the people. I told him that he could wire
the sheriff at Tucumcari and that he
would flnJ! that I was telling the
truth. He wired and In the course of
time he found that I had cashed the
draft exactly as I told him and
through inquiry at Nara Visa he
learned that the draft was not raised
or tampered with in any way. Of
course then they admitted that they
were mistaken and were sorry that it
happened.
An example of the hurt that the
circulation of these false rumors has
done me is seen in the anexplainable
action of certain business men here
in Tucumcari. That is the action is
unexplainab'ie unless they readily believed false rumors as so many people are glad to get somethiing shady
against a preacner. You know it
sounds so much louder and snaps
with so much more vigor.
I do not publish the names of tne
business men referred to for fear
that it would hurt their trade. But
anyone wishing to know the full particulars can come to me and get a
detailed statement with the names
of the men that they may verify my
statement.
I hope that my friends will overlook this mistake that my wife made,
which mistake I gladly bear, and will
only think of me as a Christian gentleman that I have always tried to be.
WALTER S. ROBERTS.
State of New Mexico, County of Quay,
es:
Sworn and subscribed before me, a
notary public In and for Quay county,
New Mexico, this 10th day of July,
1913.
PORTER H. SISNEY,
Notary Public.
My commission expires August 18,
1915.
(Seal)
'

The agonizing discomfort and sense
suffocation that accompany hay
fever and asthma may be greatly alleviated by the use of Foley's Honey
It has soothln?
and Tar Compound,
effect on the mucus linings, and relieves the gasping and dcklln? sensation in the throat and bronchial
tubes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store Adv.
of

TAKES ENGLISH BRIDE
London, July 14. William Tecum-seSherman Thackera, son of the

h

American consul general at Berlin,
and Mrs. Thackera, was married today to Miss Lucy Marcel, an attractive young English woman. The ceremony took place at Ravenscraft, Woking. The bridal couple will go to the
continent for the honeymoon and
later will proceed to Buenos Ayres,
where the bridegroom is engaged in
business.
When the baby is suffering the double affliction of hot weather and bowel disorders, the remedy needed is
BABY ELIXIR. It reduces the

feverish condition, corrects the stomach and checks looseness of the bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
LONGSHOREMEN

SUMMER
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ALL

EXCURSIONS
POINTS

TO
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IN COLORADO

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(Pueblo . . $11.90
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs SI 3.70
(Denver, . . $16.60
Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final

limit. For fares to other points, please
call at ticket office.
D. L. BATCH ELOR., Agent

IN SESSION

Boston, July 14 The annual convention of the International Longshoremen's association began in this
city today with delegates in attendance from many parts of the United
States and Canada. The opening session was held this morning in Faneutl
President T. V. O'Connor of
halL
Chicago called the gathering to order
and addresses of welcome were delivered by Mayor Fitzgerald and representatives of the Boston labor organizations. The convention will continue
for a week or ten days.

JULY

SIR THOMAS'
YACHT

New York, July 14. Sir Thomas
Lipton's choice of tiie amateur yachtsman, William
to commanJ
and pilot his fourth Shamrock in the
1914 rates for the America's
cjup,
probably will be regarded by many
yachtsmen as a daring and risky innovation. In all previous races for
the historic trophy, the . competing
yachts have been handled by professional skippers, and it is generally assumed that a professional yachtsman
must know more about the game than
an amateur.
It Is not generally realized there,
however, that far more opportunities
are at the disposal of the English
amateur yachtsman to obtain practice
than exist for his American prototype,
however keen and enthusiastic he
may be. Because of the great distances between important ports along
the Atlantic coast a yachtsman has
opportunities to participate in the
races of but a few clubs.
In England, where distances
be
tween yachting centers are so much
shorter, dates are so arranged that a
yacht, by visiting various ports in succession, may engage in as many as
three score or more races in the
course of a season. That is probably
thrice as many as a New York or
Boston yacht has
j. chance to take
part In. If not satisfied with the
abundance of racing he gets In home
waters, the British yachtsman also
can engage In some of the races organized by continental clubs.
Mr. Burton began his yacht racing
career in 1888. He always elected to
sail his own boat and for some years
contented himself with small boats,
but for the last 15 or 16 years he has
owned and raced larger craft. Altogether he has sailed in about a thousand races. It is safe to say that there
are few if any professional American
yachting skippers who have had any
thing like so extended an experience
In yacht racing
By the best English judges he Is
regarded as the cleverest helmsman,
either amateur or professional,' In
English waters. He has repeatedly
raced his yachts against those sailed
by the most famous English profes
sionals and has beaten them. In 1911,
Octabla against
sailing his
yachts of the same rating steered by
professionals, he finished the season
at the top of the class, with 37 prizes
to his credit out of 57 starts.
Mr. BurUm is a momber of several
Of
vacbt clubs and
which
Yacht
Harwich
club,
'he Royal
confers on him the distinction of bean honotary member ot
ing
the New "tork Yacht club. He is a
wealthy man and with ample means to
in his sporting proclivities
Indulge
Which are not confined to yacht racing. In the county of Suffolk, where
he resides, he has hunted for many
seasons with his own pack of hounds.
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Look Out For

Poison Ivy

THREE

ed by the Yale 'Varsity nine of this pionship cup and a side stake of
OBEY THAT IMPULSE
season wag an excellent stretch of 000 goes to the winner.
instead of the daily torment of
The Putney to Mortlake course on weak back, backache, sore kidneys,
playing, there remains no question
swollen Joints and
regarding the fact that it was not an which the race will be rowed is the that lmulse to take rheumatism, obey

AMATEUR TO SAIL

CHALLENGER FOR THE AMERICA'S
CUP MAKES DARING SELECTION OF PILOT

14, 1913.

i

intercollegiate baseball record. Parke
Davis, the Princeton athletic statistician, has shown that the Tiger team
of 1897 scored 17 consecutive victo
ries. Now comes William F. Garcelon,
graduate treasurer of the Harvard
Athletic association, who goes Mr. Davis one better. Mr. Garcelon has pre
pared a record of the Harvard Var-jsitnine of 1885, which shows that
the Crimson team won 26 out of 27
games played that season, ending with
a straight run of 19 games.
The team, which was captained by
Samuel E. Winslow, now Congressman from the Worcester district, Massachusetts, consisted of the following
players:
Catcher, H. T. Allen, '86; pitcher,
E. H. Nichols, '86; first base, W. W.
Wlllard, '87; second base, Clarence
W. Smith, '86; third base, H. C. Bea- man, '85; shortstop, F. B. Wiestlin,
'87; left field, George W. Foster, '87;
center field, Walter H. Edgerly, '86;
right field, change pitcher and cap
tain, Samuel E. Winslow, '85; F. M.
Tllden, '87, E. S. Litchfield, '87; A. D.
Claflln, '86, manager.
During the 27 game season Harvard
scored 280 runs to opponents' 88. Fifteen of the 27 games were won by
scores running into double figures,
while Tufts was the only team to se
cure a total which required more than
one figure to express. The one defeat was administered by the Cochl
tuates club by a score of 3 to 1. Dur
ing the1 run of 19 straight Harvard de
feated Princeton four times; Yale
Tufts
twice; Brown three times;
twice; Amherst twice; Dartmouth,
twice; Williams and Trinity, once
each.
y

The Best Medicine In the World
"My little girl had dysentery very
T thoueht
hnfl
she would die. Cham
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
All Blond Disorder are Knocked Out
Remedy cured her, and I can truthby S. S. S.
best
fully say that I think it is the
Strolling through the woods or clearmpriinine in the world." writes Mrs.
bruBh, picnickers, hunters, fisherWilliam Orvis, Clare, Mich. For sale ing
men look out for poison Ivy. And In
by all dealers. Adv.
the meantime keep your blood pure by
using- S. S. S. If your skin Is rough
with eczema, pimples or any other
BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION
S. S. stimulates the fine
eruption, ofS. blood
14.
The
N.
Atlantic City,
vessels In the skin to
J., July
network
heal
and
all sore spots.
annual national convention of the La- dryS. up
S. S. will .do this positively.
It
dies' Benevolent association, which Is dominates the principle of osmosis.
the cells of the skin to select
to
begin its sessions here to Stimulates
their own nutriment from the blood,
morrow, will be devoted largely to a made pure and healing by the wonderthis facelebration of the achievements of the ful medicinal Ingredientsis aofsafe
remmous blood puriiler. It
which'
witnessed
the
no
contains
larg- edy, as it
past year,
minerals, and yet
a
is
marvel.
action
Its
est Increase in membership that the
You can Ft S. S. S. In any drug
association has had since its organiza- store, but insist
upon having it. The
in Atlanta, Ga., pretion nearly a quarter of a century aa;o. Jjwift Laboratory
famous
blood purifier, and
this
The national officers and many of the pares
no
take
should
chance by permityou
to recommend a substidelegates to the convention reached ting anyone
if
your blood condition la
tute. And
Atlantic City today. Every section of such that you would like to consult a
freely,
the country will be represented at the specialist Swift address the Medical
Specific Company, 18
Dept., The
gathering.
Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

Adv.

1

Causes of Stomach Troubles
Sedentary habits, lack of out door
exercise, insufficient mastication ot
food, constipation, a torpid livsr, worry and anxiety, overeating, partaking
of food and drink not suited to your
age and occupation. Correct your
habits and take Chamberlain's Tablets
and you will soon be well again. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
DON'T use a cough medicine containing opium or morphine. They
constipate the bowels and do not
cure, only stifle the cough. Examine
the label and If the medicine contains these harmful opiates refuse It.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
contains no opiates, is healing and
and Red
soothing. O. G. Schaefer
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

If a substitute Is offered you for
Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheaper medicine is pressed upon you for
the dealer's profit, not yours. Foley
Kidney Pills may cost the dealer
more than a cheap substitute, but
they give better results than any other kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
for Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. Ad r.

400-yar-

TUESDAY

-

WEDNESDAY

OF CLEM

GOVERNOR A GRANDDAD

x

Santa Fe, N. M., July 14. Jane Elizabeth Spencer arrived at the executive mansion Fiday on an extended
visit to her grandparents, Governor
anr Mrs. McDonald. Incldentlly the
little lady may spend most of her natural life with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. T. A. Spencer, but not if Grandma McDonald can help It. Reports
say that Jane Elizabeth weighed ten
pounds at birth and is as perfect and
healthy a specimen of wee humanity
as one could ask.
All this happened Friday, but Mrs.
McDonald says they were entirely too
much interested in the new arrival to
think about telephoning to the newspapers. Little Jane Elizabeth has the
honor of being the first baby born in
the executive mansion. The little girl
is likewise the first grandchild of the
first state governor.

The baseball fan frequently wonders
what becomes of the old uniforms,
bats and gloves that are discarded by
big league clubs. Much of the paraphernalia is used until it is so worn
or damaged as to be of no further
value, but every club manager has on
file applications for outfittlngs
no
longer suitable for the major circuits.
Just at present the Indian team of
St. Mary's Mission School at Omak,
Washington, is proudly playing In uniforms formerly worn by the Athletics
when they held the title of world's
champions.
Manager Connie Mack was appealed
to for some discarded suits early this
spring, and In answer to the request
forwarded not only uniforms but
gloves, bats and balls as well. Perhaps Connie reasoned that In the
role of a baseball Santa Claus he
The final details for the world's would have first call on any St.
championship sculling match between Mary's player who threatened to deErnest Barry, holder, and Harry velop into a Bender or Meyers.
Pearce, challenger, have been completed, and the race will be rowed July
21, weather permitting.
The famous
Stings or bites of Insects that are
four-mil- e
d
championship course followed by swellings, pain or itching
on the Thames river London, will should be treated promptly, as they
are poisonous. BALLARD'S SNOW
be the scene of the struggle for In- LINIMENT
counteracts the poison. It
dividual titular honors. Both
the is both antiseptic and healing. Price
champion and his Australian challen- 25c, 50c and fl.00 per bottle. Sold
ger are completing their training by Central Drug Co. Adv.
work, and on the showing made BarSubscribe for The Optic.
ry is quoted at 3 to 4 to win, A cham

-
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CHILDREN'S

LADIES DRESSES

Brown, Durrell

DRESSES

in Lawns and

Underwear

35c Ginghams.

25c

60c Ginghams.

45c

65c Ginghams..

50c

75c Ginghams

60c

.$1.25 Middy Suits...
$1.50 Middy Suits

Linens

AT COST
25

'....$1.19
$1.35

AND

Fancy

15c Gauze Vests

12c

20c Gauze Vests

15c

25c Gauze Vests

20c

35c Gauze Vests

27 ic

50c Gauze Vests

37lc

35c

75c Unions

Ribbons

65c

$1.00 Unions

19c

Men's

.

..80c

oy s
BaJbriggQLii

3 PIECES ONLY
Bodbriggixn
Uhderweixr Wash Silk 6oc Underwear
Quality 35c 25c
SOc Quality 35c
Quality 20c
LATE 'ARRIVALS

Bargains in

KIMONAS

Everv

Sashes, Veils,
Bar Pins, Neck:

In Crepes and

Department

wear, Belts, Bags

Lawns All Colors

OPP

fl

Pop

R

1
fi

PQQv
v '

.

DD"
j

P

O v Qh n o-

I! te

V,

f

t

IfliH

MM

V

r

"I

-

:

iHkH "The Store That Sells ITor
fi

i

i.

95c

$1.75 Middy Suits-- .

Keep Your Blood Pure and
Danger will be
Avoided.

-- i

Foley Kidney Pills.
with nature, which
They
accounts for their success In all kidney and bladder disorders. They are
and tonic.
healing,
strengthening
Obey that impulse today
and give
them a chance to help your. O. G.
Schaefer' and Red Cross Drug Store.

longest of all world's championship
courses ; the African Zambesi couse Is
ZVt mljes; the Paramatta and Wan
ganui courses of Australia
being 3
miles, 300 yards and 3
miles, re
spectively.
The history of this championship
event dates back to 18D9, and since
then there have been 63 races for the
title. During this period of 50 odd
years the greatest professional scul
lers of the world have in turn held
the championship. Chambers won the
title five times; B. Hanlon, six times;
Beach six; Towns, five, and Arnst
five, while many other scullers came
in for a short possession of champion- ship honors. Barry, the present chain-ulon, won his title from Arnst on
July 29, 1912, after the latter had de
feated both Barry and Pearce during
1910 and 1911.
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TENNIS AT KANSAS CITY
Kansas City, July 14. Play in the
annual lawn tennis tournament for
the Missouri "valley championship
for men began today on the courts
of the Kansas City Athletic club. The
entries are not so numerous as In
some previous years, but. they are
almost without exception well known
players, whose high standard of p'lay
gives promise of good competition.

would mean a measurBut it would
money.

TO MEET
LIBERALS
delegates,
July 14. Many

RELIGIOUS

CO.

Market 5 cents lower. Bulk $5.507.90; cows $4.257; heifers
stockers and feeders
$8.808.90; heavy $8.758.85; pack- $6.258.60;
ers and butchers $8.808.90; lights $5.257.75; bulls $57; calves $6
celpts

Paris,
among them several hundred from
the United States and Canada, have
EDITOR arrived in Paris to attend the sixth
M. M. PADGETT
international congress of Free Christians and Other Religious. Liberals.
C. E. CONVENTION ENDS
The congress will be formally opened
Los
with
a
Angeles, Calif., July 14, The
reception
Wednesday evening
internato the delegates. The retiring presi- last day of the twenty-sixtwill
of
Endeavor
convention
Christian
tional
Berlin,
Schrader
dent. Karl
Eate.-eit the posuiffice at
Las Voas, New Me:ico, for trans- deliver the greeting and introduce was filled with a series of meetings.
mission through the VUted Stales the new president, Professor Emile The convention will close tonight when
Boutroux of the Academy of France. President Clark will deliver the clos- malls is second class matter.
There will be brief addresses report- iung message.
ing progress in all parts of the world,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Rabbi Stephen S. Wise of New York
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Dally, by Carrier
one of the speakers. Thursbeing
Chicago,
July 14. Good t purchases
? 05
Per Copy
day morning Dr. Samuel E. Eliot, rallied wheat today after weakness at
.15
One Week
president of the American Unitarian the outset. It was said that country
65
One Month
association, will be one of the speak- points were not selling freely at re
$7.50
.... '
One Year
ers. Thursday afternoon the Inter- duced figures. Besides world ship
Daily, by Mail
national Union of Liberal Christian ments were
reported light with for$G.OO
One 'year
Women will convene and among the
The opening
stocks
eign
decreasing.
3.00
Six Months
speakers will be severa'i American rate was
V$ lower to a shade ad
women.
Friday morning Dr. Charles vance.
Yg
to
September started at
of Boston, the international
Wedte
W.
a
rose
to
loss
of
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
y2,
'8!4
secretary, will make his report. Sir 86,
to 86. The close was firm with
GROWER
James will follow him with a
?2.00 Henry
net higher at 81VsOne Year ,.'
September
Philand Modern
.... 1.00 paper on "Religion
Srnallness
of
Six Months
receipts made corn
several
osophy." In the afternoon
Vt to
firm. September opened
and
Indian
Hindoo
Person,
prominent
60 and ad59
to
cents
at
Up
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- delegates will sr,o:'.k.
vanced to 60. Crop damage advices
tions.)
from the southwest caused a further
-'''LAW
CREW
.
MISSOU"-oror
Remit by draft, check
money
net
advance. The close was strong,
full
!.
The
St. Louis, July
der. I sent otherwise we will not
so higher for September at 61.
been
has
which
opposed
crew
law,
be responsible for loss.
inCovering by shorts lifted oats. Sep
bitterly by the railroads, will come
Specimen copies free on
tember
highstarted unchanged to
tomor
Missouri
to effect throughout
to 39 and went up to 39.
row. The law provides that an addi- er at 38
Provisions weakened with hogs.
tional brakeman shall be placed on
AT
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED
off into 12
sales were 2
First
more
of
made
train
up
every freight
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
than 40 cars, and that there Bhall be cluding September options as follows:
PAID FOR
ribs
lard $11.72;
an additional brakeman on all passen Pork, $20.90;
The
quoto
all
$11.70
closing
that
understood
is
$11.82.
It
ger trains.
the the roads affected are planning to join tations are as follows:
Advertisers are guaranteed
Wheat, July 85; September 87:
largest daily and weekly circulation in concerted action to test the constiof any newspaper In northern New tutionality of the law, possibly by in December 90.
Mexico.
Corn, July 60V2; September 61 Vi ;
viting prosecution under the penalty
December
57.
provided, for its violation. The law is
Oats, July 38; September 39;
to Insure the safety of the
intended
TELEPHONES
railroads December 40.
but the
Main 2 traveling public,
Business Office
Pork, July $21.87; Sept. ?20.82.
are no duties for
that
there
maintain
News Department
Main 9
Sept. $11.75;
that
men
to
and
Lard, July $11.67
extra
the
perform
the only effect of the law will he to October $11.55.
Ribs, July $11.57; Sept. $11.65;
MONDAY, JULY 14. 1913.
largely increase the expenses of train
October
$11.47.
operation.
CONCENTJLi Al'lJiG- OUR
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
ABMY
SJLOON SAFE ROBBED
New York, July 14. Except for the
Douglas, Ariz., July 14. The safe
custom of the drove bar was opened last small decline at the opening and the
Owing to the
In this country of appointing civilians night and $500 stolen. The robbers subsequent recovery, prices of stocks
as heads of the arnry and navy. It is had a pass key to the saloon and the hardly varied during the morning. The
is the aspect of the market, which continued
necessary at each change of depart- combination to the safe. It
two to command most attention, was of al
in
in
third
safe
Douglas
robbery
secremental administration for our
weeks. The officers have no clue.
most unparalleled dullness; the total
to
of
make
war
a
tour
of
inspectary
of the morning's trading was not
tion in order to locate the various
MEET
LONGSHOREMEN
enough to furnish half an hour's busifragments of our military establishBoston, July 14. Every important ness.
ment. Secretary Garrison of the war
The possibility of a strike of condepartment has announced that he port on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts
will visit practically all of the army and 011 the great lakes was representPl ductors and trainmen of the eastern
posts and that he intends to prepare ar a convention of the International railroads restricted business, pending
a plan of concentration of troops, Longshoremens' association, which the outcome of today's conference at
the White House. Resumption of gold
thereby bringing about the abandon- opened todaq.
exports was another deterring factor.
ment of scores of small and Isolated
With a holiday at Paris, trading for
posta now kept up through political
was at a low ebb. Canadian
Europe
Kansas
Jourthe
Influence, says
MRS. PANHHURST DEFIES
City
Pacific was persistently heavy, and
nal.
.v
Smelting lost a point. Louisville and
Secretary Garrison is no doubt enBRITISH GOVERNMENT Sears Roebuck gained 2 and Virginia
familiar
most
with
recent
ef
tirely
Carolina, Chemical and Western Union
forts of his worthy predecessors to do
otherwise there were no changes
the very thing he is now setting out SUFFRAGETTE LEADER, OUT ON
of importance. Bonds were steady.
to accomplish. That these efforts have
MEETATTENDS
PAROLE,
Weakness of Smelting and Amalgafailed does not and should not disING OF MILITANTS
centered attention on the copmated
courage the secretary in his laudable
"during the noon hour.
per
group
is
He
undertaking.
unquestionably
London, July 14. Mrs. Emmelyn
was Inconsiderable to
loss
Smelting's
right in his purpose and the fact that Pankhurst and Miss Annie Kenney,
fell back a
and
Amalgamated
he will meet with stubborn congres- militant suffragette
'leaders, defied
sional opposition does not in the least the government today by appearing at point. Otherwise the list held steady,
detract from' his good intentions. the weekly meeting of the Women's and although trading continued quiet,
a
Rather do these anticipated objec- Social and Political union. Miss Ken-ne- the market was characterized by
firm
undertone.
was arrested during the uproar
tions testify to his independence and
The market closed heavy. The tacintrepidity. He knows full well that caused by a clash between the police
he is going to bring down upon his and sympathizers with the suffra- tics of the room traders in offsetting
down the favorite stocks failed to inhead a, storm of political denuncia- gettes.
duce selling In volume, and the dePankhurst
Mrs.
the
After
tion from the citizens and represenmeeting
nor prolongtatives of those localities where use- evaded the officers, but she was cap- cline was neither severe
above
rose
ed.
fractionally
a
Smelting
detective
in
the day by
less army posts are now maintained. tured later
remainder
of the
The
low
its
a
in
price.
her
the
saw
leave
who
place
It should not be the government's
in another. list grew steadier, although failing to
policy, lbwevr, to fict hlstily in this taxicab and pursued her
two
vehicles
The
engaged in a wild rally.
matter. Some definite plan of milThe last sales were:
streets, but
crowded
the
race
through
itary concentration should, be decided
.. 63
at
was
leader
militant
length
Amalgamated Copper
upon before the final order of concen- the
;
S:.
.107
American
and
taken
run
;
down
Sugar
tration is given. Of course, there are
;V 95
.'. . . .'.
Mrs. Pankhurst said she had come Atchison
scores of small posts that should be
doctor's Northern Pacific .........
..106
abandoned at once for they no longer to the ' meeting against, her
well Reading ...
..156
serve any useful strategic purposes. orders, but tha 'it she was
... 90
to., be tortured In prison by Southern Pacific
enough
of
these
are
situated
posts
Many
far
secre- Union Pacific
home
the
144
McKenna,
Reginald
frpm the main arteries of transporta52
she was also well enough to at- United States 'steel
tary,
some
of
them
tion,
being away from tend a
of her comrades.
104
United
States
meeting
Steel,
pfd
railroads. Service in such posts is ar.
up two of her licenses unduoua and makes for desertions and HonHolding nn
onfl mniifip" ant. Misfi
rho
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
discontent "We have a very small
v.
ori Kansas
JYVlUltjy HfiricU TUT Uiua J.v
re- City, July 14. Hogs,
.iu uuiei ursi the were sold by auction for $30
class nations, and there is need that
eaclj
this army be maintained at the very
Mrs. Pankhurst had been received
highest point of effectiveness and with an ovation by the meeting. She
0 COPA84
This
cannot
be
mobility.
accomplish- leaned heavily on a' tab'ie as she aded by sending detached companies far dressed a few fervent sentences to
from their commtmls to service In the audience. She said:
k- U ff
V'iMSJl
loneliness and' idleness.
"I am a rebel, as w Sir Edward
o
Aside from the awkwardness of this Carson. Both of us are rebels because
ZJ
a
there
is
vital
element there is no oiher way open to us to
arrangement
U)
of cost that enters into the equation. redress our frrievancpa.
I would
Thousands of dollars are wasted every sooner be a rebel than a slave. 1
year because of the necessity of ship- - would rather die than submit. I mean
ping troops and supplies over great to be a voter in the land of my birth
distances In order to garrison dso- - or die. M . challenge to the govern-lat- e
posts. The 'oncentration of our ment Ih 'give me freedom or kifi
UN
troops in (be larger and splendidly j me.'
(Incorpomted.1

700.
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MONEY TO LOAN

9.

We are prepared to make first mortgage loans on Las Vegas real
estate. No "Red Tape." Loans handled promptly and carefully.

$7.758.60.

Market
9,000.
Sheep, receipts
Cattle, receipts 17,000. Market 10
strong. Lambs $6.258; yearlings
cents lower. Prime fed steers $8.35
$5.256; wethers $4.255; ewes
8.75; dressed beef steers $7.258.25; $3. 75 4. 40; stockers and feeders
western steers $68; southern steers
?2.504.25.

eas real eetaif- at present
Why not Invest your money, In Las
prices? We can show you some bargains tb::i are bound to make
you good money If you will take advantage 01 them.

YOU CAN GET

1

The Investment and Agency Corporation

ICECOLD BUTTER niLK
AT THE CREAMERY
ANYTIME - 15c GALLON

GEO. A. FLEMING,

Main

I

Prest. and Mgr.
603 Llnco'm

40.
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JULY SALE CONTINUES
Bacharach s Are Showing Beautiful Wash Dresses the Kind
that Make Life Worth While in Warm Weather

--

time-honore- d
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FEW GOOD HOUSES
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These dresses arrived late in the Season and involve all the
style brought out. Some are beautiful in the simplicity of make;

others are more elaborately trimmed. They are just what you
want. Your inspection is invited. They come in Linens,
Ratines, Voiles and Embroideries
ALL READY MADE GARMENTS WILL BE SOLD AT

None

Goods Marked in

R-eserve-

d

1--

OFF

3

Plain Figures

'

SPECIALS

EXTKA

GOOD

JULY

15TB.

16TH.

17TH.

AND

1,

We Quote as Specials
the Following

Goods

1

$3 Silk Shirts

.

"

.

large

per pair

Handkerchiefs,,
65c Silk Sox

20c'!Rlbbed
50c

Four-in-Han- d

linen,

per "box.. -- I

13

35c Boys' Windsor

$3

off Entire Stock of

worth

15c

$1.25

,

i

for

OFF

-5

store

RAILROAD

Hi'
E.LASVEGAS.
I,

U

s.
v

I
'V

vi'

p.

98o

Evsfr advertised ar-(isl& is tssi'3ssi2s:el So

Sailor Straw Hats

the

black or colors, all

sizes, each

Men's Panama and

ataro

AVENUE

79c

$1.25 Kid Gloves,

-7

,,r,

,.,..l,.28c

Up to tho minuta
gsiGiis cold by sin

515-51-

iic

'..,'-'...-

.

1-

Y

,

Triple Knee Hose, for boys, per

$1-2-

Men, all sizes.. .33c
50c Boys' Caps, all sizes, each
39c

o

Corsets, your

Silk Gloves,
black or
white 89c
5c Turkish Wash
4c
Rags, each
yard wide .Wash Jap Silks, per
1,
.9Sc
yard
20c Batistes, new patterns,,
per yard
14c
35c Turkish Toweling, heavy weight,
per yard
10
book fold,
yards Percale,

$1.25 Shirts for

up--1bdai-

Redfern

$1

each'.26o

Ties,

$4

pair

54 inck Flouncing that is superbly
beauliful.
.... .
39c
75c Values. r .
' .... . ,
.
.
.
.
.
..
$1.75 Values.
.$1,19
i . . ... ,
$4.00 Values.,...-..,.,2.67,,

Men's

and

choice

Embroidesies

for men,' ail sizes. pr.48o
Children's Hose, pr14c
-- 39c
Ties, each

:

'

or tan,

$2.53

pure

white,

'$1.59

Rust-Pro-

10c

One lot of Women's Oxfords,

6

$1.78

and

'v

and 40c Francy Sripe Voiles, per
yard
26c
f
10 yards good Apron Gingham for 69c
$2.25, $2.50 and $3 Corsets, Warner's
35

23c

'

$3.50 and $4,

Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday Only

each$3.49

Drawers

15 and 20c Men's Sox, black

per pair

Messaline Silk Petticoats
Very Special Tuesday and Wednesday at

?5 Tub Silk Men's Shirts,

Boys'
Shirts, per garment

These Values Good

each..$2.29

for men,

y

35c Porosknlt

ONLY A FEW LEFT

OF QUALITY"
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CAST AN EDA HOTEL

LAS VIQA8 DAILY OPTIC,
C. A. Van Houten left this afternoon
for his ranch at Shoemaker, where
he will spend the next few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Fidel Delgado left this
noon for their home iri Belen after
Patricio Alarcon left this morning spending a few days here with relatives.
for the Pino ranch.
J
Mrs. Ollie Shearer came in this afAlbert A. Silver o Chicago is a
ternoon
from Cimarron where she has
hotel.
the
Plaza
of
guest
Ted Vincent of Hutchinson, Kan.. been on business for the past two
Was a business visitor in Las Vegas weeks.
The Rev. A. S. Bright left this aftoday.
Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Walker left ternoon for his home at Albuqueryesterday afternoon for Santa Fe on que. Mr. Bright had been here" over
Sunday,
a short visit.
left for Wagon
Mrs. Si Harris
James Jthnson and J. A. Mitchelf
business visitors in Mound this afternoon. She has been
'
Las Vegas today.
visiting at the home of Charles Ilfelrt
Dr. W. R. Tipton left yesterday af- of this city.
A. H. Speicher of Gross, Kelly and
ternoon for Watrous on a short busiCompany left this afternoon for Shoeness visit at that place.
Prentice .White loft yesterday aft maker and Wagon Mound on a short
ernoon for Watrous on a short visit business visit.
Adolfo Baca of this city returned
to friends and relatives.
J. S. Morrison, representative for last night from Albuquerque where
the Hupniobile company, was a busi- he has been spending the past few
ness visitor here yesterday.
days with relatives.
B. P. ' Husser of
Mrs. Felipe Delgado and Miss Petri-t- a
Winslow, Ariz.,
came in Saturday night and will be a
Delgado came in today from their
home in Santa Fe. They are visiting-relativebusiness visitor here for a few days.
in this city.
W. P. Matchette-anfamily of Tri-- j
Mrs. J. M. Chambers and Clement
idad are here for a few days' visit.
.
They are stopping at the Plaza hotel. Conrad left this afternoon for Trini-dayin
been
this
Secundino Romero left this morninsi
have
visiting
They
for his ranch at Casa Grande where city for the past two weeks.
M. L. Fox, editorial writer for the
he will superintend the shearing of
Morning Journal, came in
Albuquerque
sheep.
Mrs. William Ward and Mrs. D. M. this afternoon from his home in AlbuBoisman of New Orleans, La., came querque for a short business visit.
P. A. Lopez of the Maxwell Supply
In yesterday afternoon for a short vis
it in Las Vegas.
company left this afternoon for Maxof well where he will resume his duties
Mr. and Mrs. Walter, Carter
Sweetwater. Tex., arrived in Las Ve after a week's vacation. He has been
gas yesterday evening for a few days' visiting friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Latfa, Mrs. J.
visit with friends.
W. Rose, representative for the Shil- A. Happer, Mrs. A. M. Loomis, and
lings company of San Francisco, came Mrs. Marie Loomis of El Paso were
in yesterday evening for a few days' visitors in Las Vegas yesterday' on
their way home from Colorado.
business visit here.
Miss Lucy Myers returned yesterSenator T. B. Catron, accompanied
day from Wichita Kas., where she hy A. A. Sena, arrived in Las Vegas
has been visiting friends and relatives yesterday afternoon. The senator,
for the past month.
with Mr. Sena, made a trip to the
M. S. Glacier left this evening for Sena ranch at Gallinas Springs and al
Socorro, where he is employed, after so visited the Ortiz grant in which he
having been a visitor, in Las Vegas for is interested. On the way to Gallinas
the past few weeks.
Springs, Senator Catron and Mr. Sena
M. Greenberger
returned yester- stopped at a number of small towns.
day afternoon from Denver, where This is the first time Senator Catron
he has been on a short business visit has visited Las Vegas for several
for the past week.
months and he expressed himself as
Edmundo Baca of Watrous is in pleased with conditions.
town for a few days. Mr. Baca is the
"Safety Habit" man for the construction gangs around Watrous.
W. B. McFarland of "Silver City is HANK- VISITORS AT
in town on a short business xvisit.
Mr. McFarland is one of the promiG. A. CAMP
nent educators of Silver City.
John Kapp of Ocate is in town on a
short business visit. Mr. Kapp is a SUNDAY TAKES NUMEROUS LAS
VEGANS ON TOURS TO THE
prominent business man of Ocate and
is the notary public of that place.
COOL CANYONS
Colonel R. E. Twitchell will leave toSituated in one of the prettiest
night for Kansas City where he will
attend the funeral services of his spots in the canyon of the Gallinas
mother, who died there yesterday river, the Y. M. C. A. camp yesterday was the stopping place of a large
morning.
Mrs. Johk Beckham and daughter, number of Las Vegans, who spent
Miss Edna, of Peoria, 111., are in the tne day in outing. The people began
city visiting for several weeks. Mrs. arriving at the camp at 9 o'clock and
Beckham is a sister of Mrs. D. E. the run continued until noon. Din
ner was served at 1:30 'clock and
Lynch of this city.
until that time the visitors roamed
Miss Elizabeth Coors, accompanied
all around the hills, viewing the
by her brother, Lawrence, and sister,
and enjoying ire mountain
Mrs. Robert Banks, came in yester- scenery
air.
day afternoon from Denver after a
Everybody who visited the Y. M,
visit with Mrs. Banks.
C. A. camp yesterday expressed him
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Carleton, Miss
self as p'leased with the location and
Dorothy Shedd, Mrs. M .L. Pugh, John also the Plan under which it is opPugh and Hope Carleton of Watrous erated. The
camp is so arranged that
jame in Saturday evening from their it is almost
impossible for the place
homes and were visitors in Las Ve to be unhealthful. The tents face
gas yesterday.
toward the west and are in the open
Henry Smith and Henry Jensen of so that the sun strikes the sleeping
the mesa were in town yesterday.
places all day. A'll the rubbish from
They stated that the crops are in the camp is removed each day and
excellent condition, due to the recent thus no
germs of any kind can origt
rains. They expect the crops this nate. The flies at the
camp are few
year will be better than for many for this reason and the absence of
years.
swatters was noticed.
John Brunton of Shoemaker and Practically all the boys who have
William B. Stapp returned Saturday been at the
camp for the past few
night from a fishing trip into the main weeks will return this week, and then
s
ranga in the neighborhood of the
the camp will oe open for the gen
enjoy-abe- l
most
a
had
peaks. They
eral public.
Secretary LeNoir has
time, Mr. Stapp says they caught received, d number k)f letters from
sufficient! fish' in a
angling people residing out of; Las' Vegas who
each day'to Seep the larder well sup- wish to be aceommbdated - at the
plied' with trout. They brought in camp this year. A number of Las
some trout for their friends. Mr. Stapp Vegas citizens also will stop atthe
says the scenery in the main range is camp and' the prospects are good for
a most successful season.
magnificent.
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PERSONALS

IMPORTANT

'

I.

TIIEV.fi

Tru-cha-

half-hour- 's

(Th The Best at Any Price
No other baking
powder will raise
nicer, lighter biscuits, cakes and

1

pastry, none is more
pure and wholesome

'
11

Then Why Pay More?
m

THAN TARIFF

PROBlI
SPEAKER DECLARES SIMPLIFIED
SPELLING IS A LIVE NATIONAL

j

ISSUE

George H. Danton of Butler college, Indianapolis, and traveling field
agent of the advisory council of the
simplified board of spelling of New
York, lectured before the summer
school students of the New Mexico
Normal University this morning on
the subject of "Simplified Spelling."
In his talk Mr. Danton brought out
the''fact that the present mode of
spelling is cumbersome and illogical;
that it brings more misinformation
to the children in the grades than any
other subject taught, and that it is
an extremely inaccurate suggestion
of something which it may actually
represent. Mr. Danton quoted a professor of the University pf Colorado,
who stated that ."the spelling problem at the present ime is more important that the tariff."
From here Mr. Danton will cover
the southern part or tne state and
then Oklahoma and Kansas and other
states. Mr. Danton said before leaving that any literature on the subject
of simplified spelling would be sent
free of charge to any one who sent
his address to the secretary, Dr. C.
W. C. Scott, No. 1 Madison avenue,
New York city.

MONDAY,

JULY 14,

113.

A FOREIGNER'S FATE
EI Paso, Tex., July 14. J. Jacobs,

trom Switzerland, disappeared from
his wife between trains at the union
depot Saturday and was found in jail
in Juarez today and brought to El Pawas
so, in a dying condition.
stark naked and his body badly cut
to pieces. Juarez police say they
found him that way. He told the El
Paso police that he slashed himself
with a broken bottle. He could not
iemember where he left this clothes,
money and watth.
BIG TENNIS MEET
Kansas City, July 14. Fifty

will

start today

FOR THlC ACCOMMODATION

OF OUR PATRONS

flUllitll

IS DEAD

,

PEOPLES BANK

LAS VEGAS MAN WILL LEAVE
NIGHT FOR KANSAS CITY
TO ATTEND FUNERAL

TO-

R. E. Twitchell yesterday
received the sad intelligence of the
passing of his mother, Mrs. Mary
Colonel

Benjamin Twitchell, Sunday morning
at the old Twitchell home in Kansas
Twitchell had
City, Mo. Colonel
only returned from a week's stay at
the bedside of his mother when the
news reached him of her demiae.
When he left Kansas City the family
phyiscian, Dr. B. L. Sulzmacher, advised him that there was no present
danger, but fate decreed otherwise.
Mrs. Twitchell was a native of the
state of Kentucky, a descendant of
the noted Benjamin family of the
south. She was a woman of great
intellectuality, charming personality
and character. Colonel Twitchell and
his brother, W. B. Twitchell of Phoenix, Ariz., leave for Kansas City tonight on train No. 2. The funeral
services wil'i be held on Wednesday.

,
CALENDAR

OF SPORTS
FOR THE WEEK

Monday

Opening of Grand circuit trotting
and pacing meeting at Pittsburgh.
Tennis tournament for men's championship of Missouri Valley opens at
Kansas City.
Tennis tournament for cbampion-shtiof Central New York opens at
Utica,
Tennis tournament for championship of Oregon opens at Portland.
Tennis tournament for championship1 o Central Illinois opens at Decatur.
Tuesday
Annual championship tournament of
Ohio State Golf association opens at

5112,000.00

in the Missouri Valley

2E3

TODAY'S BASEBALL
National League.
Chicago at Brooklyn; clear,
Cincinnati at New York; clear.
St. Louis at Philadelphia; clear.
Pittsburgh at Boston; clear.

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Floyd left this
morning for Cerrillos where Mr. Floyd
will work on the coal branch.

IS SOLD

Larry Chappclle,
the sensational outfielder of the Mil
wauke team of the American associa
tion, was sold to the White Sox of this
city today. For him Co.miskey gives
Outfielder Beall, a catcher whose
name was not made public and a "cash
consldertion." Chappelle is to report
at once. He had been batting around
.350 and fielding with the best of
them.
FAMOUS

S

American Association.
Columbus at Kansas City; clear.
Toledo at Minneapolis; cloudy.
Louisville at St. Paul; cloudy.
Indianapolis at Milwaukee; cloudy.

YESTERDAY'S

Highest 'Phone System.
A telephone exchange three miles
in the air, said to be the highest in
the world, is in the meteorological observatory on the top of Mt. Rosa, in
the Appenine Alps, 15,450 feet above
sea level. At this elevation snow is
always found, and advantage is taken
of the high insulation given by dry
snow, the wires in the last section,
at the peak, being simply laid on the
snow covered ground.
To prevent
breakage by glacier movements the
line is carried through rings on the
telephone poles. The poles are short
and are taken down at the end of every summer season and replaced at
the beginning of the following sum,

(k

,

American League
St. Louis, 2; New York, 3.
Cleveland, 4; Washington,
Chicago, 3; Boston, 2.

Detroit,

5.

Philadelphia,

Western League
Wichita, 3; St. Joseph, 12.
Des Moines,
Topeka,
Lincoln,
Omaha, 11-Sioux City,
Denver,
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
National League.
Won Lost'

Club
New York

.

.

Philadelphia
Chicago

Pittsburgh
Brooklyn
Boston .
St. Louis
Cincinnati

.
.
American

.

.

St. Louis

Detroit

.

U-3-

'New York

Club

Denver

.

S3

4'J

32
31

4ti

57
60
45
45
39
34

Philadelphia
Cleveland
Washington
Chicago

30
37
38
38

24

Pet

4

24

.680
.583
.532

.506
.479
.434
.410
.388

49

22
32
37
39
39
53
53
53

.722
.610
549
.536
.500
.391
.391
.312

Western League.
Won Lost Pet.

Des Moines

Lincoln
St. Joseph
Omaha
Topeka
Sioux City
Wichita

;

HUNDREDS

Xypr: J)

League
Won Lost Pet

Club

Boston

51
42
42
39
35

'

..56
45
44
44
45
33
33
33

.67o
.542
.530
.530
.529
.413

27
38
, 39
39
40
47
50
53

.398
.384

HEAR

RUNYAN

(Alter preaching
yesterday morning
at the Presbyterian church to a large
audience, then addressing in iturn
each of the four Sunday schools, and
in the afternoon speaking to several
hundreds , at the Bible school rally
in the Christian tabernacle, Evange
list Runyan again preached in the
evening to a crowded house at the
Methodist church. The subject of the
sermon last night was repentance as
a first necessity in beginning a new
life, and no one present, young or old,
could fail to understand the meaning
mer.
of the message. By illustration, anand quotation the theme was
ecdote
Tennyson and His Manuscripts.
illuminated
and pressed home. The
Tennyson, like Mrs. Browning, was
careless regarding his manuscripts. attitude of the merely moral person
Some weeks after leaving his lodgings who counts upon his own goodness
in Mornington place, Hampstead, he for isalvation was (contrasted; wfth
OREGON TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
wrote from Bonchurch, telling Coven- that of the penitent who realizing
Portland, Ore., July 14. Some of try Patmore that he could not find Phis shortcomings and failures accepts
e
the most noted racquet wielders of his "book of Elegies a long,
the atonement of the Christ and with
book," and asked him to
to live
the northwest are competing in the
Patmore went to true sorrow for the past seeks
annual tournament for the tennis make inquiries. and,
a new life. The singing at these
allowed
being
Mornington place,
championship of Oregon, which was to search the poet's old rooms, found meetings is spirited and, hearty, addon
courts
the
of the the book in a closet where Tennyson ing much to the effectiveness of the
opened today
Mu'itnomah Atheltic club in this city. had kept his tea and bread and butter. gospel message. Meetings are conThe tournament will continue until It was the unpublished manuscript Of tinued this week ' at the Baptist
the end of the Week.
church.
.

'

Sole Agents

Toledo.

Opening of Michigan "Short-ship- "
circuit race meeting at Saginaw.
Charles Ledoux vs. "Kid" Williams,
20 rounds, at Vernon, Calif.!
.,
Wednesday
Opening of summer meeting of
Windsor Jockey club, Windsor, Ont.
' Annual regatta Of Central State Rowing association, Peoria, 111.
Annual championship tournament of
Nebraska Golf association opens at
Omaha.
Friday
Annual regatta of T Southwestern
Rowing association, Peoria, 111.
Annual trapshooting tournament of
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Green
Bay, Wis.
Saturday
Olympic Cup golf competition at
Homewood Country club, Chicago.

1

Gross, Kelly & Co.

BASEBALL

National League
No games played.

The Germans are famous for their
thorough mastery of languages. The

settled on a section of homestead land
on the plains of the far west.
Soon after his arrival there was a
project for a railway through the district. The Scotsman was applied to
as a man of experience in such matters.
"Hoot, mon," he said to the spokesman of the delegation, "ye canna
build a railway across this country."
"Why not" Mr. Ferguson?"
"Why not?" repeated Ferguson with
an air of effectually settling. the whole
matter. "Why not? Dinna ye see the
country's as flat as a floor, and ye
hae nae place whatever to run your
toonels through?" Youth's

AGON

Sioux City at Wichita; clear.
Omaha at Topeka; clear.

Germans Are Noted for Their Thor
ough Mastery of Languages-T- ake
Up Study Early.

A Lack of Obstacles.
A Scotsman who has worked for
many years on the railroads among
the highlands of Scotland came to the
United States in his later years and

BAIN

Western League.
St. Joseph at Denver; clear.
Des Moines at Lincoln ; clear.

UN3UJSTS

university graduates are expected to
converse in Latin and to read Greek
authors at sight. Even the pupils
whose education has been confined to
the public schools can generally use
French without difficulty. The secret
of this mastery, which is so unusual
in this country, is the thoroughness of
the study required.
'
An American delegate to an educa
tional conference' abroad last summer
found a class of girls nine years old
busy with two French verbs, and using them in all varieties of form in
translating from German Into French.
In a class ten years old they were us
ing all the regular verbs and the common parts of speech in the same way,
analyzing, constructing and giving the
rules in French.
At eleven years they were using the
irregular verbs, memorizing French
In
poems,
writing compositions
French, and all the conversation of
the classroom was In French. From
this they pass to the higher French lit
erature, thinking and talking wholly
in French. A similar course Is pursued in English.

THE OLD RELIABLE

American League.
Boston 'at Chicago; clear.
Washington at Cleveland; clear.
Philadelphia at Detroit; cloudy.
New York at Detroit; cloudy.
New York at St. Louis; cloudy.

Edmund Kraus of Baltimore, Md.,
is a guest at tne home of Mr. and
'
Mrs. David E. Rosenwala.
CHAPPELLE
Chicago, July 14.

TRUST CO.

.

CAPITAL

players

championship tennis tournament on
the courts of the Kansas City Athletic
club. The entry list is greater than
in any previous year. Among
the
prominent players entered are Charles
Peice, Oklahoma champion, and Jack
Cannon, Kansas City Athletic rdiib.
winner of laet year's ff'.ials.

ARE

be open until 8 o'clock tomorrow evening, July 15, or (he purpose
of cashing railway checks, receiving deposits, or for the transaction of any
other business you, may desire.
We will

'

COLUNLL TWITGIIELL'S

FIVE

,

Delicious Coffee
Good coffee helps a whole lot in

starting

the day right. Why not send your husband off smiling to withstand the fret and
fatigue of a hot day at the office? The best

assurance of del'cious coffee is to make it
in ideal fashion in an Electric Percolator.
An Electric Percolator is the most convenient way, too, because you can use it right
at the breakfast table. If your home is
wired for Electric Light and you have not
an Electric Percolator, you are overlooking
a decided convenience that you and your
family are bound to appreciate.

An Electric

Percolator is Quick

and Economical
The operation of an Electric Percolator is
very simple. AH you have to do is to put
water into the pot, the coffee into the container, and turn on the current. Percolation commences in less than one minute
and the coffee is made without boiling
hence, delicious coffee without injurious
elements. Its simplicity of construction
and rapid heating qualities make it especially desirable.

butcher-ledger-lik-

I

Tlie Las

Veas

Light & Power

Company
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SIX

Correction, which is now meeting for
The work f the society Is divided ii
the fortieth year, appeared again in
the big divisions of agriculture of
the report of the committee on "Pub
dethe
is
there
Thus
the country.
lic Supervision and Administration"
partment of dairying, of grain growsubmitted by William T. Cross Of
cul11
ing, of forestry, of fruit and vine
Mo., at the meeting of the
Columbia,
ture. The returns of the farmers are
this evening After trac
conference
first entered in the books of the centhe
"
history of the controversy, the
ing
tral office and then are divided accontinued : "This movement
report
cording to crop and are turned over
has Involved nearly all leaders In soto the interested division. Thus each
cial reform during 40 years, and It Is
division of the society operates with
fully as Important as the developSAiYS
JUDGE
SMITH
UNHAPPY
AUSTRIA exact Information as to the status
AGRICULTURISTS OF
ment of the social settlement, the inMARRIAGES ARE FILLING
of its particular branch of agriculture
ARE ASSISTED BY OFFICIALS
dustrial reformatory, or the charity
STATE ASYLUMS
at the moment. The value of such
OF THE GOVERNMENT
organization society. The time that
But of
statistical data is obvious.
Seattle, Wash,. July 14. The rear- has been occupied' in the establish
of a course the individual farmer
means
could
14.
By
of dependent children in foster ment of the principle of central pubVienna, July
ing
status given to the prin- not be Induced to go to the trouble of homes, or as it is familiarly known lic supervision and administration of
association of the making out weekly reports unless in charitable circles, "the placlng-ou- t
institutions has been so long, howcipal agricultural
Country the Austrian farmers possess thorn anneared some material bene system," was. strongly recommended ever, that the nature of the problem
maintains a fit to himself. This the society does
and
by Judge Everett Smith of the King has greatly changed. Forms
an organization which
between
each
touch
of
economic
of
the
critical
a
ideals
analysis
government,
Intimate
court
in an address
by making
constant and
county circuit
o agri- farmers' returns and furnishing him
before the National Conference of organization, and the extent and
themselves and the ministry
organisation at the end of each year with a com-- j Charities and Correction here this grouping of the population are entire
culture. Details of the
o the
members
the
to
prehenslve report upon his year's; morning. Judge Smith laid the b'iame ly different from what they were
wero explained
on
agricultural
work. If faults are noted in his ad- .for the greater number of dependent when the first state board of chari
American commission
here ministration of his farm, if he is not children in the Pacific northwest upon ties was organized. The report therestay
their
during
fore attempts to state the principles
Americans believe marketing properly, or if it would be the divorce evil.
-.L
ami in" j nf- the
of
and adminis
to
him
his
more profitable for
change
h United States department
"We have not yet faced the prob of public supervision
after
40 years
farm- experithis
tration
American
to
in
or
farming
engage
dairy
lems of the shifting and impoverishcrops
agriculture and the
of grain growing, he is advis- ed Immigrants that herd on the east ence."
instead
ueui
consider
ers might
The attitude of the committee in
ed by the best experts of the coun- ern shore of the United States," he
system,
the report is unque in that It
mnnects
.
oma
said, "but we are anticipating with making
try.
The association wiuuu
the problems of central
that
t
insists
govern-meaBhow
the
If, during the year, his returns
apprehension their advent with the
the farmers directly with
and administration of
supervision
Agri
conto
sent
is
route
an
of
new
the
Panama
bad leakages,
expert
opening
is the Royal and Imperial
and corrections are chiefly
charities
sult with him in order to check the from Europe. Misfortune and pov
cultural society of Vienna. M
Two
of the losses. Since the information which erty already are too much in evi problems of good' government.
societies
local agricultural
named:
are
First,
main
principles
affiliated with the farmer sends the society is con- denoe, and1 we have more than the
small communities are
in the operation of institum
Bird.
chil
number
of
is
average
he
givfidential
dependent
by
Tnrou6u
being
preluded
other agencies; and, secand
the central society.
tions
held for en a numbe.- and his reports are nev- dren from homes broken by divorce,
tern of general assemblies
fullest
the
possible participation
ond,
affiliated
er signed but only numbered. The or in which the father, coming to of the
in
the work of charities
member, of the various
people
electstate
ad
this
an
in
the
Is
east
from
system here described has not been
an executive committee
corrections.
and
Probably the most
of the cen- in operation long enough to have been venturous way or as a last chance
of this report
contribution
valuable
ed to carry on the affairs
is giv- generally adopted by the farmers of for success, falls and abandons his
government
The
insistence
the
that
is
its
people shou'id
society.
tral
this commi- Austria, but sufficient returns are be- family or degenerates into helpless have more to do with the work of
en representation upon
subsidies ing made to enable the society to an- dlsuetude. The tragedies of the di
their Institutions. They have been
ttee and the society enjoye
from the alyze the farming conditions of each vorce court are increasing in num founded to combat and control cerwork
of
for certain clasps
section of the country and of each bers. In this county the proportion tain social problems and social con
of divorces to marriages in the past
nment
of gove
important crop. It is upon this in- ten
trol is a thoroughly democratic prop
Although the plan
years has steadily risen. In 1912
support' and even of direct leadership formation that the recommendations a total of 1,500 divorces were granted, ositlon.
as thorough of the society upon tariff matters are
to agricultural affairs Is
one decree to every three mar
as in other made, and so the farmers are assured being
Austria
in
licenses issued
lv accepted
riage
The
of scientific tariff protection.
this
NOTICE.
European countries, nrnrlf which nO
even to oster homes
Preferable
advantages to the individual farmer
La
The
Jara
Hunting and Fishing
Society carues
Smith
for
dependent children, Judge
without the are proving so obvious that the sysciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
American would consider"
the
advocated
of
payment
pensions
of agri- tem is rapidly1 spreading. The system
to dependent mothers, that their chil lakes, which are the two northernprovince of the department
rep- of
strong
the
accounting J uniform over the en dren might be reared in their own mosi of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
culture. Undoubtedly
in tire
country, and the Americans real homes., "The state of Washington," of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No
resentation of individual interests
work
Its
do
to
ized that it would be necessary to se- he
It
the society enables
said, "has this year followed the person will be allowed jo hunt or
would be cure uniformity of accounting if the
of some is oiner states m fish upon this property except memwith greater freedom than
example
of the
Is to be adopted in the Unia
practice
department
for
inaugurating a system of pensions or bers of tho club, and all persons go
possible
For instance, this society ted States. But even if the work of compensation to worthy and destitute ing there must be prepared to show
cost of pro- accounting is not taken up nationally mothers. This
studies the question of
provision extends to a membership card In this organizaand but only by the individual farmers those
Otherwise they will be arrestduction of agricultural products
having children under 15 years tion.
direct and they are instructed how scientific of age, and
gives a stipend for each ed for trespassing.
based upon this data makes
THE LA JARA HUNTING
ally to "theck up the expenditures and child. This is not an act of charity
recommendations of a
AND FISHING CLUB.
nmMr to the government regard receipts great good would result to the on the part of the state, but as clearbe fixed upon agri individual American farmer.
ly the obligation of the state to the
ing the tariff to
unfortunate mothers of its future
K prow-rig- hts
cultural products.
There is more Catarrh in this sec citizens as is its obligation to proNOTICE.
of the farmers in legal matters,
him a fair tion of the country than all other dis- vide insurance and compensation for
The Deep Lake Hunting and Fishand even works to secure
- . ...
n afclnments or nis eases put together, and until the last, its working men disabled in hazarv...
ing club has leased the lake known
rreignt cuaiso
few years was supposed to be Incur dous employment.
The preservation as the Deep lake, which is located'
to market.
doctors
a
able.
For great many years
Wnrk nf this character could hard pronounced it a local disease and pre- of the home by the aid of the state south of the La Jara lake of this
of
a department
scribed local remedies, and by con- is an assurance of the vitality and group of Kroenlg's lakes of the Ten
ly be carried on by
same
.
failins to cure with local treat- prosperity of the nation."
At
tne
Lakes Land company. No person will
stantly
,m0nt
ment, pronounced it Incurable. Sciin any com- be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
on
experimental
of
"No
carries
group
people
the society
- ence has proven Catarrh to be a con
work for the betterment of agrlcul- stitutional disease, and therefore re munity," said L. A. Halbert, general property except members of the club,
nrai methods and breeding or catua quires constitutional treatment. Hall's superintendent of the Board of Pub- and all persons going there must be
a membership card
distributes farm literature, furnishes Catarrh Cure, manufactured by P. J. lic Welfare of Kansas City, "has a prepared to show
the
is
Ohio,
and
Toledo,
aoes
to
a
Otherwise they
charitable
this
ana
new
establish
Co.,
in
Cheney
organization.
right
expert advice to farmers
only constitutional cure on the mar- activity until after thorough investi-- j will be arrested for trespassing.
United
the
in
which
many other things
ket It is taken internally In doses gation It has been clearly demonstrat- THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
tne from
ft
10 drops to a teaspoonful.
.States are carried on directly by
FISHING CLUB.
of acts
directly on the blood and mucous ed that the need for the service progovernment. David Lubin, delegate
offer posed really exists. The extent of
the
surfaces
of
system.
Internation
They
to
the
States
the United
one hundred dollars for any case it that need should.also be known." Mr.
al Institute of Agriculture at Kome, fails to cure. Send for circulars and Halbert in addressing the National
"believes that through a society the testimonials.
Conference of Charities and Correc
-or
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
government can be kept In closer
Stion spoke from the point of view of
O.
than
ledo,
touch with work of the farmers
the commercial organization. He said
Sold by druggists. 7oc.
it could be when it depends solely upTake Hall's Family Pills for consti that a charitable activity, to receive
on a department of the government. pation. Adv.
This
the support of the business public,
Such an organization, he believes,
shou'id always he controlled by a
HOLIDAY IN NEW ORLEANS
Silver
could be formed to serve as a conboard of directors which is incorpor
New
Orleans, La., July 14. An ex ated, and that its executive should be
the
between
government
necting link
if
use
and important agricultural societies tensive celebration in commemoration a person skiuea m tne line or wont
in
was
held
Bastile
of
fall
the
of
the
which directly represent the individito be carried on.
colEMPRESS
"The first point in getting any char.
dual farmer. It would prove, he be- New Orleans today. The French
New
In
Orleans
pro
is, perhaps,
itable organization to observe a good
lieves, a great force In the propagand- ony
FLOUR
portionately larger than in any other standard is to see that It knows what
ist work necessary to spread
the ob- a good standard is. It has been our
and
States
of
the
United
city
American
agriculturists.
among
Work of the Royal and Lmperial servance of the day, regarded as the purpose In Kansas City to make a sort
It 's giving you
is always of sociological audit of the various
Agricultural society of Vienna which birthday of French liberty,
celea
notable
a
of
institutions annually. The trouble at
present for doproved of greatest interest to the Am- made the occasion
sufwe
was
bration.
did
not
have
that
first
ericans was the method of farm booking something
Prizes were awarded the holders of ficient records to audit. In order to
keeping. The greater part of the adyou 'd do any
ministrative work of the society is tickets hearing certain numbers. This get the institutions to record their
way when you
carried on by the general secretariat. is intended to take the place of the experiences in an intelligent way, we
one of the have sent a pretty thorough sthedu'ie
is
which
lottery,
grand
learn how Much
the
Austrian
farmers
Undoubtedly
have determined just where they stand chief features of the national holiday of questions to each institution, and
Betfer EMPRESS
if they would be able to
In every community a representative in France. Addresses were made by asked them
us
from
such
with
data
furnish
FLOUR really is.
their
consul
and by prominent
number of farms are chosen and the the French
resulted1 in improving
This
records.
Field
local
the
of
members
colony.
Made by GER-MA- N
owners of these farmers are instruct
records in various institutions."
ed In a simple system of accounts RPorts and horse races also formed
PROCESS
"All the great agencies for social
which are turned in every week tol,arta of the day's Prram- reform must group themselves about
ONE COUPON FROM
the central society in Vienna. When
and be subordinate to the public
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
a farm Is listed In the bookkeeping RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART
Don't overlook the grave fact that health officer, who must be the pivFIVE
STAMPS
department for the return of these ac- rheumatism easily "settles In the otal agent in such matters," sand Dr.
YOU
THE
BRINGS
is
an
actaken
counts,
Inventory
by an heart," and disturbs the valvular
J. E. Crlchton, commissioner of health
IT 'S
SPOON
expert of the "plant" operated by the tion. The cure consists in removing of the city of Seattle, in an address
GENUINE WM.
farmer. Thus it is known at the start the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone before the National Conference of
ROGERS &
up and strengthen the kidneys that
the
what
farmer's
investment
just
the blood free of poisons Charities and Correction here this
they
SONS' A A
keep
has been and his returns are figured and uric acid crystals, that cause
Dr. Crichton paid tribute
morning.
STANDARD
upon this basis. Weekly reports are
swollen joints, backache, uri- to the many social and charitable
SILVER
sent to the society showing the prog-xes- s nary' irregularities and disturbed heart agencies which are constantly adding
PLATE
of the various crops together with action. Try them. O. O. Schaefer
to human welfare, and stipulated that
BEAUTIFUL
Adv.
statements of cost of material, labor, and Red Cross Drug Store
the only reason for making the health
FRENCH- mtc. Everything Is subdivided accordofficer supreme was that he was
NATIONAL GUARD ENCAMPMENT
GREY (STERing to crop or according fo the stock Alexandria, La., July 14 Infantry dealing with the most important facLING) FINISH
Tasted.
In this way the central
companies of the Louisiana national tor Involved, that of the health and
can determine accurately Just guard began to arrive this morning lives
people."
EMPRESS
where the farmer is making or losing for the annual state encampment.
The old! contention as to the relacan be ob-s:nd because of comparisons with the During th? ensuing ten days they Will tive merits of central hoards or boards
returns of other farmers the society be engaged in maneuvers under the of control, which has reared Its head 3 tamed in this city from
direction of officers detailed from the at almost every session of tho Nacn advise him of any changes in
ALL
to
tional Conference of Chadities and
income.
increase
his
regular army.
likIy
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RESTAURANT

CHAPMAN

COLUMN

A.

M.

Regular communication first and
. third Thursday In
each month. Ylslting
brothers cordially
Win. P, Mills,
H. S .an Petten, Secretary.

A
3SI

RATES

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. u

TOR CLASSIFIED
W. M.,

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of w.ords.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

evening mm
Hall. Vision
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator:
J. Thornhill
Si'urelary

--

YUU!

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
you
---

--

-

O

MAIN

NUMBER,

vV.

L

NO. 2, O. E.

CHAPTER

Karl Wertz, Treasurer.
cemetery truste.

Secretary;

C. V. Hedgcock,

OF AMERICA

MODERN WOODMEN

Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World
halL on the second and fourth
Mondays of each month at 8 p.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Dei
uty. Visiting memDera are especially welcome and cordially lnvl

7: SO p. m. in Masonlo Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledit, Wortiy Matron; Mrs. Axnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Mala I2.

Wanted

O. F. LAS VEGAS

1.

first and third Fridays

8. Meet

3

LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visit
lng brethren cordially in.ted to at
N.
Gu
G.;
tend. F. D. Fries,
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood

CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYMASONS Regular con- rocation first Monday In

at

a

WANTED Reliable girl of good morals for housework. No other need FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
1054 Seventh street.
apply.
102 Mees every Monday night at
ed.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglaa avenue.at
WANTED Competent
stenographer
S o'clock.
are
Visiting
and office clerk Answer In own
cordially welcome J. C. Werts, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURhandwriting. J. B. Optic office.
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets In W.
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
rs

For Sals

B.

FOR SALE All household furniture.
902 Fourth street.
FOR

SALE Perry Onion will sell
you 25 pounds of rhubard for fl.

For Rent
FOR RENT Seven room nouse and
large barn. Mrs. Roman Moya.
or unfurnish
ed house, modern conveniences, 920
Gallinas. Apply 1025 Eighth street.

FOR

RENT-Furnlshe-

room.

EL

LODGE

DORADO

NO.

I

KNIGHTS OF FY
TH I AS Meets ev

FOR RENT Front bed room.
Main avenue.

8...
10...

No.

No.
No.
No.
No.

-

m..

1:10
.11:05
. 2:05
.

.

.

m...
m..

l:5

m...

. I:1S p.
.11:05 p.
. 2:10 a.
.
. 2:1

WEST BOUND
1:20 D. m..
6:10 a. m..
4:20 p. m..
6:35 p. m..

1...
3...
7...

I...

r

1:45
6:15 a.
4:30 p.
7:00 p.

Subscribe for The Optic.

508
,

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hi'il.
Phone Purple 5301.

CRYSTAL iGE

From Distilled WaterFree from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
100O to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40e per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Lost
Pocketbook containing money,
check and other valables. Return

LOST

Reward.

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Uetween Columbia avenue and
sanitarium, silver link bracelet with
turquoise sets. Leave at Optic office
v
and receive reward,

LOST

1200 Lincoln Ave

Phone Main 227

--

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs., or More,. Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

epari

2...
4...

Nos
No.
No.

ery Monday even

Knighti
Visiting
are cordially invit
ei. Chas. TJebacB
Chancellor
ner.
FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone
Commander.
Harry
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
of
and
Records
Martin,
Keeper
ry
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main
Seal.
176.

to Optlo office.

EAST BOUND

Arrive

Ing in Castle Hall

FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307
Eleventh or Phone Main 176.

USD

LOCAL TIME

Pioneer building.
Visiting mem
bers are cordially invited. Richard
Devine, Q. K.; Prank AngeL T. 8.

Sixth St.

915

and third Mondays of each month,
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knlghtsl and Ladies always welcome. O. 1. Flers-ma-n
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
deputy, 908 Jackeon avenne; Z. W.
Montague, assistant deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersar- e
cordially invited. Gov. Wm
J. Mills, fcalted Ruler; Dv W. Condon, Secretary.
ELKS

P. O.

COUN
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
CIL NO. 804. Meet second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,

d

FURNISHED

ASO

SIGN PAINTING

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

SO

HERMAN
429 GRAND AVE.

N. O.

AG

U A

per
per
per
per
per

100

lb

100 lbs.
100 lb.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aas
Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega Tamous.

ATTORNEYS

iABting

OFFICE

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Cheater A. H
Attorney-

-

Las Vegas.

New Mex

ANT Ads
Are Best

DENTISTS
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
work of any descrlptlo
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
East Las Vegas, N M.

Market Finders

Dental

Classified
those

Professional health Culture for Ladln

rneu-matis-

GROCERY

W

E. ROSENWALD
O. of B. B.

J

0.

RANSFORD

OPTIC

Mewta secend ajM

l'huisda

mon Hi at

each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:50 . m. H.
B. Huhhard, H. P.; V. O.
Blood, Secretary!

.

semi-offici-

MOOSE

LODGE NO. Ml
et
every flr
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of 'lempM Monteflore al '
Reg- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ilar conclave sec d Tuea- - o'clock p. m.
iatting brothers art
' day in each month at M- - - cordially Invited.
Isaac Appal
onle Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H.
President; Charles Greenclay, Set
KlnkeL B. C; Chas. Tamme,
retary.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

-

semi-offici-

o

foucb

I.

-

uie-liie-

CAFF

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

OT3T

'

--

AND

SHORT ORDERS AN D RcGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD'S OBTAIN un.F ALWAYS HANDLED

semi-offici-

:,

LOBBY

DEPENDENT

CIIILDRE

DEPARTMENT

ohe

--

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

ant to sell is WORTH MOST vo sohisob
That property you
wno reads the ads. In this newspaper and would never heai

General

Massage, Hair and Bcaii
Treatment, Facial MassagG, Manicurt
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p m. to 3:30 p. a

your property unless

I.nt!l.!

A

ild

known as

Best.S.

V

it wore atf"ertised here.

Others, who read and ans w er ads. in this newspaper want tax
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, need - machinery
and furniture, articles of sselulness of any sort, and musics' :v
struinents.

GUI CHESTER '8 PILLS
iJlammid IirandV
I'lll in Il.d tu.i
melnilicVX
tmxc. Ktled with Blue Ribbon.
1 nko no other. Buy or ronr
lVuecl.t A,k fort i.'H'KN.TEIt
KIAJiONW 1IRANU P11.L8, for

add. search out the people to rhom among all
BUY the particular thing is worth most.

who MIGHT

i

As the classified ads. are read b) all possible buyeis, of all possible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best sear,
kets.

Al wavs KeUahla

SOLD T.' CTJCGiJTS EVERYWHERE
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WAIT! STAOT
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Please enter my subscription to the
Las Vegas Optic for J'E for which I
agree to pay in advancer $

EARLY

FOR ONLY

p
8
8

IT

'.

T

0100 CATCHES THE

A FREE OH -- CYCLE
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Out

es

"Iff

O
C

8

Mill
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Wrinkle

and we are going to give them away free to the
We have ordered a shipment of
boy or girl who will bring us 12 months subscription to the OPTIC, Paid Up in Advance. This
may be one yearly subscription, two six months or four three months subscriptions at 65c
per month.

Please enter my subscription to the
Las Vegas Optic for fZZZ for which I
agree to pay in advance 5
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Go-Cyc-

TWELVE MONTHS
to be

SUBSCRIPTION

Name of boy or girl

C)

Address
be
given absolutely free to
Go-Cyc-

given absolutely free to

o

JULY 14, 1913.
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of boy or girl

Have the Subscriber Sign These Orders and firing Them or Mail Them to
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LOCAL NEWS

,

MONDAY,

JULY 14, 1913.

Light automobile lamps at 8:01

I

La

IMA

RANCH

1

PROPERTIES':

t

For the

&f-fic-

-

-

o'-

clock this evening.

UUi'4

SOLO

Try a dram or oiq Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

15th-16th-17- th

The
are here. Call at ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF
the Optic office and see them.
NEW COMPANY ARE FILED
100 pounds

Suar

?5,7

r

?1-0-

17 pounds Sugar
100 pounds 'Cream

L.

13.00

Flour,

J1'E0

60 pounds Cream L Flour
100 poimBs

i

0 0 Flour

pounds C C Flour

B0

25(5

Three 'cans of Com
Four ans Baked Beans
any 10c pkg. Cracker..:

3 pkg.

3
3
3

8

&
--

IITf

pkgs. Vermacl'iU
pkgs. Spaghetti
pkgs. Macaroni r

CmVf
)

...,.--- .

Soap

bars,W

250

-

Box W E Soap

---

?3,0

'

--

1 pound good Tea

---

.

A Special Discount for Cash on
All Other Goods

WAGON
DELIVERY
mt

Minimum Expense
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation .cheaper than horse power

Inauram Prompt Dmllverlaa

'

HA

I'll

III

Several autos passed through Las
Vegas yesterday afternoon westward
bound. They did not' stop long, but
left after getting gasoline and oil at
the garage.
marriage license was issued this
at the court, house to Manue-litOrtega, aged 50, and Miguel Sena,
aged 40. Both are residents of Los
A

moning

a

capitalists, but the report could1 not
be confirmed, as the local representatives of the company
refused to
speak on the matter. The La Cueva
company's 'iand lies in one of the
most fertile spots in the state and
with the huge irrigation project that
is said to be large enough to (water
the whole tract, there is little dou'tt
but that the land will grow to be
a very valuable asset to Las Vegas.
Those capitalists who are backing
the enterprise will, push the project
as far as possible to make it a success, It Is said. The fruit which has
been brought to Las Vegas from this
company's land shows that the soil
is of a rich and fertile stock.

Ui PJiyr'
f

x

i

i
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-

The Las Vegas lodge of the Odd
Fellows tonight will install its newly
elected officers for the coming year.
There will be a good time social session following the installation cereThe Optic advertisement on page
All
monies.
Odd Fellows, resident seven tel'is you how to get a
are invited to be free.
and
present.
Deputy Sheriff Jim Johnson of ChaThe Charles Ilfeld company has re vez county came in last night with
wasr-on- s
ceived a carload of
two patients for the State Hospital
which have been placed on sale for the Insane. Mrs. Nancy Deaver
here. These wagons are considered and Rufus Nichols of Roswell.
to be the best delivery conveyances
on the market, and it Is said that a
R. V. Woodcock, recently with Ear
number of local merchants are con- ickson and Sabin, merchandise brok
templating buying them.
ers, has entered the employ of the
Santa Fe as stenographer in the chief
The petition for the bridge at the dispatchers' office.
foot of Prince street, that has been
going the rounds for the past week,
Thirty colored recruits from Columhas 700 names on it at present. Those bus, O., passed through here this aftwho signed were all prominent citi- ernoon en route from their station
zens. Las Vegas needs more than one to Douglas, Ariz., where they wil'i
service on the Arizona-Mexicbridge across the Galiinas, the backers of the petition assert.
line.
t,

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

$27.50
$22.50
$20.00
$15.00

Tomorrow

33

T5he
T

COLONEL

PRICES

When given in a straight legitimate manner is more discount than
the profit.
We are going to give you this big discount for the next 10 days beginning July 15. On this basis of reduction a Hart Schaffncr and
Marx $25 suit will cost you but $16.65. We reserve nothing,' and
all our suits are marked in plain figures.

this Space

FURNITURE

IN

CUT

PER CENT REDUCTION ON SUITS

331-- 3

There has been a rumor about Las
Vegas for several weeks to the effect
that the La Cueva Land company's
holdings had been sold to Chicago

BIO

i

Adv. ed is in Mora county.

auto-deliver- y

'''it

BARCAiNS

Mar-selle-

There will be a special meeting of
the board of directors of the Commer
In the club rooms. AI!
cial club tonlg-hmembers are urgently requested to be
present.

AH AUTO

ANOTHER

The Fraternal Brotherhood will hold
its regular meeting tonight at the O.
Santa Fe, July 14. Incorporation
It. C. hall.
papers for the La Cueva Lanl company were filed this morning and F.
The Greater Las Vegas band will C. Wilson of this city is named as the
hold i,ts weekly practice tomorrow stautory agent of the new concern.
The Incorporators are F. C. Wilson,
night In the city hall.
H. D. Bowman and M. T. Dunlavy.
The Friendship club will meet to- The company ig incorporated for
,
of which $ 500,000 is preferred
morrow afternoon with Mrs. P.
cumulative 7 per cent
1023 Sixth street.
guaranteed
stock, and the remainder is common
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged stock. It Is said that Chicago capin wood. Direct from the distillery italists are back of the enterprise and
that the land intended to be improvto you. At the Lobby, of course.

Alamos.

OUr

For:

1

IN SANTA FE

25c

- -

AT GREEN BEPGERS

go at
go at...
go at..."
go at
1-

DISCOUNT

-3

$18.35
15.00
13.35
10.00

...........

FOB TEN DAYS

L

GREENBERGER

CO.

TWITCHELL

To ihf Man It' U n

HONORED

In a late bulletin Issued by the Archaeological Institute of America it was
announced that Colonel R. E. Twit-cheof this city had been appointed
as a member of the managing com
mittee. Colonel Twitchell was one of
the two men appointed in this com
mittee from New Mexico, James
of Santa Fe being the other
member from this state. Colonel
Twitchell has established for himself a
reputation with this society, and has
been recognized as a valuable mem
ber.
His appointment to this committee
of the Archaeological institute Is con
sidered a high honor, as the society
extends all over the United States and
Canada and the committee to which
Colonel Twitchell was appointed, is
chosen from the best men in this re
gion. The members of the managing
committee, as appointed, are as fol
lows: R. E. Twitchell, D. C. Collier,
Charles T. Currelly, H. R. Fairclough,
F. W. Hodge, C. F. Lummis, Charles
Pebory and James Seligman.

Ft?!

rays His Bins

ll

At this

Store

1
1

V

Oil

You are not paying- a big

ad-

ditional price for ihe credit we
extend you. We do not give
some people from 20 per cent to
33

3

per cent discount for cash

Our Goods Are Not Marked
that way and people are fast finding this out. The party buying
for cash from us gets a low reasonable discount and the one buying on time gets a square deal
.

.

Everybody is Satisfied All the Time
COMPLETE HOME FURNI HERS

en-ft-

o

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY, Agents

WOOD

'GOAL-AM-

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

Yesterday morning at about 11:30
o'clock .a fire alarm was turned in
from the store of Stern & Nahm on
Bridge street. The excitement was
caused, however, from a pile of rubbish In the rear of the establishment
having caught fire. No great damage was done and- the naze was extinguished quickly.

Harry Shaffer, the Cheyenne lightweight, will challenge the winner of
bout at Las Vethe Yoakum-Newmagas. Shaffer is anxious for a return
engagement with Newman, if he wins,
and just as anxious to scrap Yoakum
his superiority ov
if he
er the Denver lightweight. Shaffer
Is a willing mixer and Yoakum will
have to show speed if he attempts to
George Coleman, colored, was ar
escape punishment by frequent clinch
rested by Santa Fe Officer W. L. DIx-c- es in the event that he and Shaffer
las night on the charge of
meet. Shaffer is willing from the
This morning when brought be
opening bell to the finish when he is
fore Judge D. R. Murray, he pleaded in
the ring. Albuquerque Journal.
guilty to the charge. He was given
his choice of serving 60 days or leav
W. B. McFarland, superintendent of
ing the city at once. He preferred the the
city schools of Silver City, who iB
latter.
in town for a few days, addressed the
students at the Normal this morning
George H. Hunker and Patrick D. on "The Value of Attending the State
McElroy this morning sent a wireless Teachers' Association." The Teachers'
greeting to Mayor Lorenzo Delgado of association is to meet at Albuquerque
the West side. The message came next November
Mr. McFarland
from the steamer Monroe, off the coast said the program wilt
carry many inof New Jersey. The senders did not
teresting and notable speakers among
state for what port they were bound, whom P. P.
Claxton, the United States
and it Is thought likely they are on commissioner of pducation, will be the
their way to Europe.
chief. Another will be Mrs. Mary C.
Bradford, the state superintendent of
The funeral of Mrs. William Nohr
public instruction of Colorado. At
died
who
at her least 1,000 teachers are
of Watrous,
expected to
home
last week, was held this attend the convention, a large number
afternoon
from the chapel of the of whom will be from San
Miguel
Las Vegas Undertaking company. Specounty.
cial music was furnished by a quartette composed of the jllowing memBOYS AND GIRLS
bers: Mrs. J. H. Stearns, Mrs. H. M.
You are invited to call at the Optic
Northrup, Mr. George Smith and Mr. office and see our new
Leon Guy. Rev. E. C. Anderson offi- We are giving them away free. We
ciated at the services. Interment was tell you all about It on page seven
In the Odd Fellows' cemetery.
The of this paper.
pallbearers were J. H. York, W. G.
MRS. HARKNESS DEAD
Ojde. W. E. Neese and O. L. Gregory.
Mrs. D. D. Harkness aled this aftYesterday afternoon at the Chris- ernoon at the home of her daughter,
tian Tabernacle all the members of Mrs. Charles P. Hammond, at Romer-ovl'ilMrs. Harkness had resided
the Sunday schools of the Methodist,
Baptist, Christian and Presbyterian in New Mexico for many years and
churches held a big rally. Over 200 was well known here, having a large
students and teachers were present circle of friends. She is survived by
and the meeting proved to be a success. two daughters, Mrs. Hammond and
Special music was furnished by a num- Mrs. C. E. Wilson of this city. Funeral
ber of soloists. Twenty-eigh- t
young arrangements will not be made until
this
at
meeting responded to the return of Mr. Hammond, who Is
people
the sermon that was delivered by Rev. away from home.
William Runyan and were converted.
It is planned to hold another rally
Subscribe for The Opl'C- within the next week.
n

n

wholesale: and retail

vag-an-c-

the Homa of the Best of Everything Eatbole

At

SPECIALSftLE FOR CASH OHLY

JULY 15th, 16th, 17th
f 5.70

3 oo

pounds Sv.gar
17 pounds Sugar
7 bars "White Star Soap.
7 bars Lenox Soap
8 bars D. C. Soap
7 bars Tar Soap
2 boxes Toi'iet
3 Armorlta Toilet Soap

...

...

11.00

.

Soap..

,.

...
T-

-

1

cakes Lekko Scouring Soap.
pkgs. Laundry Starch
1 Ra"t:n car; Ha Blueberries
j
1
gallon can 45c Lemon Cling Sliced Peaches
1 40c can Sliced Apricots
.
sack Boss Patent or Empress Flour
sack Boss Patent or Empress Flour .
2
sack Old Homestead Flour
.
4
sack Old Homestead Flour
1 pound rack Honey
1 pound mixed Tea (fine for Iced, Tea)
4

6

.

65c
35c
25c
1.B0

2

-

4

80c

..$1.40

1-1--

j...
.

75c
15c
35c

Tiirr rn AAF&nAYWARDGO:STORE
KJ

U.'k

"HARVEY'S"

Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave
at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

FOR SALE Two cows, one fresh.
Call 523 Sixth street. W. F. White.
LOST

Turquoise matrix.
Optic office.

Return to

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

M

y.

Lost Kodak in Lincoln park. Finder return film in gooa condition and
keep kodak as reward. Return to
Optic.

Capital,

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

$100,000

Our Deppsitors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

SANITARY!

Imerest Paid on Tlmo Deposits

24-2-

BAKERY GOODS
$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPFO AT YOUR DOOR

THE BEST THAT

I CAN BE MADE
Wrr

i

We

a. re

head-

quarters for fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits in Season
STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES EVERY DAY

OVERLAND MODEl, 59 T

Telephone or call and we will have our demon- trator show you
)

t

.

Las Vegas AotomoliHe
.

Phjne Main 344.

Silachlee
Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Prcps

C.D.BOUCHER
PHONE MAIN 4 and 21

EVERYBODY BEADS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

1

